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INTRODUCTION

Coppin State University’s Center
of Strategic Ingepreneurship ( CSI )
is pleased to share the results of
the 2019 Turning Makerspaces into
Greater Places assessment report
of Open Works.

INGEPRENEUR ( injə prə noo( ə )r )
A person who engages in entrepreneurial activity
with an emphasis on the innovative aspects of
enterprise development while infusing creativity
into every phase of the business development
process. Ingepreneurs demonstrate a concern
for influencing the socioeconomic trajectory of
members of a select community ( Williams and
Klugh, 2017. p.110 ).
4
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T

he report provides an overview of
the organization’s operation, key
stakeholder groups, barriers to success,
economic impact, and recommendations for ongoing assessment,
continuous improvement, and growth. The comprehensive nature and the mixed methods approach
to the study offers potential benefit to Open Works
and its direct stakeholders, while also providing
value for a wide variety of supporters of the global
maker movement.
The project was made possible by the
Coppin–Open Works–PNC Bank Collaborative
established during the 2016–2017 academic year.
Following a successful inaugural year, including
receiving the 2017 Greater Baltimore Committee
Bridging the Gap Achievement Award for Strategic
Partnerships, “Turning Makerspaces into Greater
Places” became the focus of the current year of
engagement. The assessment is enhanced by the
transdisciplinary makeup of the team, including
representation from hospitality, management,
management information systems, mathematics,
computer science, finance, and education. The
convergence of disciplines contributes to the
uniqueness of the project and the value we convey
to readers.
We are grateful to members of the Open
Works community for providing an extremely
welcoming, participative climate for the study. As
we describe the uniqueness of Open Works, a
communal theme is evident throughout the report.
Open Works is an organic community that results
from a balance of trust and safe space where
members, program participants, and those utilizing
the facility interact and enjoy a sense of belonging
to a creative enterprise. Whether you are an artist,
entrepreneur, machinist, technician, craftsperson, or
a combination of them all, it all begins with access,
space, and community. Open Works is also a
leader in providing inclusive, diverse ingepreneurial
opportunity in a space where creative manufacturing competencies flourish. Ingepreneurship is
distinguished from entrepreneurship by its focus on
the socioeconomic trajectory of a group or community, their entrepreneurial knowledge and skills, and
access to space for “playful ingenuity.”

By its definition, ingepreneurship is what happens
in makerspaces.
You likely will encounter unfamiliar terminology while reading this report. Your unfamiliarity
may be due to the novelty of this field of study
and the new language emerging to frame ideas.
Vocabulary is rapidly evolving to describe its
forward-leaning approaches to community-centric
economic development driven by makers, those
who engage in the use of tools to fulfill artistic,
entrepreneurial, or utilitarian pursuits based on
personal need. Our ultimate hope is that the
descriptive data will provide insight into the
structure and relevant trends in this urban, stateof-the-art makerspace and inspire replicative
innovation in other maker settings. The findings
will help interested parties make inferences about
developing maker communities that bring positive
advances to the movement.
In addition to the prevalence of “communityship” ( Mintzberg, 2017, p. 5 ), Open Works
demonstrates national leadership in diversity and
inclusion indicators. There is evidence of intentional
trust-building in many of their policies and practices. This distinction has provided an opportunity
for the Coppin–Open Works–PNC Bank Collaborative to forge trust frameworks for strengthening
maker communities and enabling them to establish
“trust hubs” for economic development and growth.
The study has already inspired multi-contextual
interest by exploring rural-urban ingepreneurial
relationships between Baltimore and Bluefield,
West Virginia, and a plan to study the application of
trust frameworks between such communities. The
inspiration is a direct result of the inclusive community culture observed during this project.
We encourage you to critically engage, enjoy,
share, and contribute to the ongoing discourse
regarding the maker movement by visiting www.
GreaterSpacesAndPlaces.com. Open Works is a
jewel of an enterprise that reveals the best of what
is practiced when seeking to give access to production capabilities to as many people as possible. That
is our common desire.

INTRODUCTION
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HOW TO USE THIS REPORT

The 2019 Turning Makerspaces
into Greater Places project was
conducted to answer questions
that are of interest to stakeholders
in Open Works.

HOWEVER, “STAKEHOLDERS” is broadly divided
into two categories, those with direct and those
with indirect interest. Stakeholders with direct
interest are members, program participants, staff,
volunteers, board members, financial supporters,
contract customers, suppliers, and others who
interact with the organization without mediation.
Indirect stakeholders include all others who are
interested in the maker movement regardless
of whether their interaction with Open Works
is indirect, with mediation, or nonexistent. We
encourage policy makers, grantors, those involved
in all facets of the maker movement, researchers,
ingepreneurs, consultants, and other interested
parties to explore the value of this study, share
the report with others, participate in discourse
generated by the report, and assist in advancing
the maker movement around the globe. Results
will be available in multiple formats, including
the “Turning Makerspaces into Greater Places”
slide deck, and the “Turning Makerspaces into
Greater Places” complete digital report at www.
GreaterSpacesAndPlaces.com.
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Key Questions

Methodology

Eight key questions were formulated to provide
information that holds the most value for Open
Works stakeholders. The questions are:
1. How many jobs are supported by Open Works?
2. What is the demographic makeup of the jobs
supported by Open Works?
3. What kind of businesses are pursued at
Open Works?
4. What are the barriers faced by the businesses
located at Open Works?
5. How can Open Works help reduce or alleviate
barriers?
6. What are the characteristics of the workforce
sought by businesses based at Open Works?
7. What is the three-year outlook of Open Works?
and
8. What is the overall economic impact of Open
Works?
The report provides an opportunity for
stakeholders to examine the progress of Open
Works since its 2016 opening and consider key
questions that will help shape strategy for the
future. It is important to note that the study is not a
final assessment of outcomes resulting from nearly
three years of activity, but rather a summative
report that provides recommendations for the
direction of ongoing analysis.
The study also helps establish a framework
for assessing the social impact of makerspaces
by contributing to the epistemological, artifactual, and interactive-institutional dimensions of
social impact. “The epistemological dimension
addresses new research and relevant phenomena
contributing to solving technological and societal
problems. The artifactual dimension addresses the
analysis of artifacts, methods, tools, and services
through which societal impact is realized. Finally,
the interactive–institutional dimension addresses
the forms and forums of collaboration between
university and other societal actors are explored”
( Miettinen, 2015,p. 257 ).

Mixed methods of qualitative and quantitative
analysis are used in this study. The project is
an exploratory descriptive analysis of program
characteristics, context, activities, processes,
implementation, outcomes, and logic to determine
alignments between mission and activities, the plausibility of positive results, and the best approaches
for continuous improvement. Data is cited from
the “2018 Nation of Makers Annual Survey of
Makerspaces" (Nation of Makers, 2018). The survey
provides a wealth of information regarding the
state of makerspaces across the country and will
be available at www.makethedata.org at date to be
determined. Other sources include the Open Works
client map by city and zip code, Open Works businesses, Open Works staff, the general Open Works
community, adult class participants, children’s
class participants, and multi-year event benchmarking data. Qualitative and quantitative content
analyses were conducted on all data except that
included in the traditional economic impact study.
Data collection and analysis methods also included
multiple sources and multiple collection methodologies to ensure maximum validity and reliability of
qualitative findings ( see Appendix A ). Manual and
technology-aided analyses were conducted using
coding and categorization to determine themes
and patterns.
The economic impact portion of the study
was conducted using an econometric analysis via
an IMPLAN input-output model, a widely used and
readily accepted means of conducting this type
of analysis. The model makes it possible for the
State of Maryland and Baltimore City to estimate
the effects of Open Works activities on economic
output, employment, and labor income as well
as the sectoral effects and fiscal impacts of the
project by using basic costing information and
operating cash flows. Pro forma income statement
information regarding operations was provided by
Open Works along with construction expenditure
information, projected expenditures, and local
procurement percentages ( see Appendix B ). As
a result, the report provides estimates of the
employment, labor income, and tax and economic
output benefits to the economy of the region that
HOW TO USE THIS REPORT
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Who Will Benefit from the Report?
result from construction and operations activities
in addition to the economic activities of any
businesses that exist because of Open Works.

Our Team and Our Process
The research team was intentionally recruited for
transdisciplinary characteristics. Transdisciplinary
approaches help create a collaborative climate that
facilitates innovation rather than interdisciplinary
approaches which may incentivize the creation of
disciplinary silos that serve as barriers to a convergence of perspectives.
Following an initial invitation for interested
researchers in April of 2018, parameters for the
study were established in August of 2018 and activities continued through June of 2019, including
research design, Coppin State University Institutional Review Board Approval, data collection, data
analysis, report composition, editing, report design,
and release of the study results. Various ancillary
activities took place during the year to facilitate
stakeholder engagement throughout the study.
Collaborative discussions also occurred in weekly
meetings. A collaboration website also served as
a repository for relevant articles, literature, data,
timelines, work assignments, contact information,
and other materials relating to the project.

POLICYMAKERS
Public policy influencers include
those who serve at all levels of
government and the voting public.
Bodies such as the Congressional
Caucus of Makers, Capitol Hill Makers Faire and
Mayors Maker Challenges, as well as federal
agencies and departments such as the National
Science Foundation, U.S. Agency for International
Development, Institute for Museum and Library
Services, U.S. Navy, U.S. Army, National Institute of
Standards and Technology, Department of Energy,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Department of Homeland Security, Smithsonian
National Air and Space Museum, Veterans Affairs,
U.S. Department of Agriculture, National Institutes
of Health, Federal Laboratory Consortium, National
Endowment for the Arts, General Services Administration, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, and
others who have demonstrated interest in the
maker movement may find value in the outcomes.
GRANTMAKERS
Nonprofit organizations that financially support charitable causes
in efforts to serve the common
good will likely find value. The use
of outcomes-focused analysis may assist grantmakers in their efforts to facilitate evidence-based
programmatic assessment and quality improvement.
MAKERSPACE LEADERSHIP
In keeping with the Franklin Covey
Company’s identified leadership
roles ( i.e., inspiring, trusting,
creating vision, executing strategy,
and coaching potential ( FranklinCovey, 2019 ) ), the
report establishes a foundation for the exploration
of intra- and inter-institutional trust frameworks
that will contribute to maintaining the sense of
community that is essential to creative and productive output.

MAKERSPACE COMMUNITIES
Makerspace communities are
“living organisms” that grow, evolve,
change, and are susceptible to
relational influences. As makerspace patrons seek to establish and maintain
climates conducive to creativity and productivity,
“trust frameworks” and “organizational community
models” will contribute to the wellbeing of maker
communities. The Coppin–Open Works–PNC Bank
Collaborative is one of the first of its kind and has
the potential to assist in creating “trust hubs” and
ingepreneurial ecosystems wherever makerspaces
are found.
FANS AND ADVOCATES
The makerspace movement
following is growing in part
because of the societal and
economic value it provides. This
report will serve as another tool in the body of
knowledge for advocacy, discourse, and recommendations for improvement. Those who have interest
in helping the movement grow will have additional
perspectives through which greater participation
can be encouraged.
SPACE AND PLACE DEVELOPERS
Those who are responsible for
designing and building these
spaces will benefit from access
to a broad spectrum and thought
concerning elements that facilitate the birth and
nurturing of well-functioning maker communities.

RESEARCHERS
Academic inquiry is essential to
the continuing momentum of the
maker movement. Engaging the
academy helps ensure depth of
discourse, innovation, student participation, a maker
pipeline, and many other benefits that will help
sustain maker contributions for a global, grassroots
economic future.
INGEPRENEURS
Makerspaces increase access to
manufacturing technology in
spaces that encourage creativity
and ingepreneurial achievement.
Those who seek to expand access to these spaces
to groups who have not traditionally participated
will find value in this study.
OTHER INTERESTED PARTIES
Interest in this study is certainly
not limited to the groups
mentioned. The transdisciplinary
nature of the research team,
the value “trust hubs” create for the purpose of
community and economic development, and the
intersectoral characteristics of ingepreneurial
ecosystems suggest that individuals and organizations of all types will be interested in the findings
of this study.

Icons from Noun Project: Made x Made, Susannanova, Oksana Latysheva, Matthew Hall, ST, Chanut is Industries
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A National Leader

Geography of Open Works’ client base
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THE “TURNING MAKERSPACES into Greater
Places” study explores standards for ongoing
assessment of institutional and programmatic
outcomes for Open Works. The eight questions
that guided the project rendered results that
have implications for continuous improvement at
Open Works and for the global maker movement.
Before presenting details of the study, it is helpful
to describe Open Works in the context of the
expanding domestic and international makerspace
industry. While most Open Works staff and
members reside within the City of Baltimore, Open
Works engages makers from across the country.
Rapid industry growth, early stages of
research, and the infancy of maker professional
associations contribute to the difficulty of finding
definitive information about the number of makerspaces and where they are located. The difficulty
is increased by the lack of agreement about
what qualifies as a makerspace or fabrication lab.
With uncertainty regarding the actual number of
makerspaces in the United States, diversity in the
structuring of such facilities continues to evolve.
The Nation of Makers (NoM), a national “coalition of
diverse organizations that are working together to
support the maker community through community
building, resource sharing, and advocacy” ( www.
nationofmakers.us ), recently reported the results
of their national survey. Results indicate a wide
variety of makerspaces that have been in existence
for an average of just over five years, with 79% of
the 95 responding facilities being between 500 and
10,000 square feet. This statistic establishes Open
Works’ position as an outlier in the national pool
of makerspaces at 34,000 square feet and illustrates the diversity of what conforms to the broad
definition of makerspaces.
The uniqueness and scale of the impact of
Open Works is significant, especially considering
that the average number of jobs supported
by memberships within maker communities
responding to the NoM survey is 8.1 jobs, with

the average number of fulltime positions being
1.1 and part-time being 2.2. These statistics place
Open Works, now directly employing a team of
33 including six full-time, in a leadership position
regarding the size of staff and scalability. The job
creation impact of Open Works described in the
economic impact section of this report is even
more significant.

JOBS SUPPORTED BY MAKERSPACES IN THE U.S.

8.1

1.1

2.2

33

6

27

average number of
jobs at makerspaces

employees at
Open Works

average full-time jobs
at makerspaces

full-time employees
at Open Works

average part-time
jobs at makerspaces

part-time employees
at Open Works

Comparing the types of tools available at
Open Works and those made available by makerspaces across the nation also reveals a unique
alignment between Open Works and the broader
makerspace movement. Across the country, 54%
of makerspaces offer woodworking; 22% offer
metal working ( welding and fabrication ); 35%
offer metal working ( machining ); 39% include
sewing; 64% have electronics hardware; 64%
offer hardware repair; 79%, 3D printing; 73%, laser
cutting/engraving, CAD/CAM design lab; 25%,
graphic design; 7%, large format printing; 63%
include conference rooms; 15%, classrooms; 10%
offer coffee shops; 12% have mini-studio rentals;
and 28% feature storefronts for member project
sales ( Nation of Makers, 2018 ). Open Works is
aligned with most makerspaces in the NoM study
regarding the availability 3D printing, laser cutting,
electronics, and hardware repair. However, Open
Works also provides some less-available amenities
such as a coffee shop.
THE REPORT
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ETHNIC DEMOGRAPHICS of Open Works members

57%

31%

WHITE

AFRICAN AMERICAN

GENDER REPRESENTATION of Open Works staff

9.5%

NON-BINARY

48.5%

42%

MALE

FEMALE

AGE REPRESENTATION of Open Works members

30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
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18–29

30–39

40–49

50–59

60+

6%
ASIAN

THE TYPES OF MAKERSPACES emerging across
the country illustrate a preference for a nonprofit
model like that of Open Works. Respondents to
the NoM survey are 61% non-profits, 17% private,
8% libraries, 11% educational, and 3% other. Each
structure has advantages and disadvantages,
some of which are determined by whether their
primary mission is to maximize profits or increase
access to manufacturing and maker technologies.
This is not to suggest that there is not a place for
alternative structures along the continuum of social
enterprises or hybrid organizations. However, a
large percentage of nonprofit makerspaces seem
to prefer the nonprofit structure at this stage of the
industry’s evolution.
A major area of distinction for Open Works
in contrast to national statistics is in ethnic and
gender demographics. In a sample size of 8,050
makerspace staff, members, and constituents, the
spaces are 5% Asian, 9% African American, 73%
white, 8% Latinx, and 5% other. The lack of ethnic
diversity is accompanied by a lack of gender diversity with a general population that is 65% male, 33%
female, and 2% non-binary. In contrast, Open Works’
demographic distribution consists of 31% African
Americans, 57% white, 6% Asian, 5% latinx, and
1% Native American, constituting higher numeric
parity between white and non-white members. The
organization also serves customers as young as six
and as mature as 88, with a 54% female clientele
base. The Open Works staff distributions are 48.5%
male, 42% female, and 9.5% non-binary; 39% white,
42% African American, 9% Asian, 5% Latinx, and
5% other. The board of directors also reflects the
enterprise’s value of diversity, as it is composed of
a majority of minorities. The staff, managers, users,
and board of directors are also majority-female.
Open Works’ leadership in diversity and
inclusion cannot be completely explained by their
location in the heart of an urban setting. Many
organizations in the same area have remained
homogeneous when considering ethnicity and

5%
LATINX

1%
NATIVE AMERICAN

gender representation. Their leadership can be
partially explained by staff’s willingness to acknowledge institutional distrust and the perception that
diversity may not be valued, especially considering
the history of the makerspace industry. Their
leadership diversity may also partially be attributed
to intentional action like partnerships with
organizations. Some examples include “Moms as
Entrepreneurs,” which ran two 16-week cohorts of
entrepreneurship training last year that successfully
launched 18 women-owned businesses on Etsy; the
Memorandum of Understanding with Coppin State
University, which is the first agreement of its kind
with a public, urban, Historically Black College and
University; and programs like the EnterpRISE annual
business competition, garnering over 60 entrants in
2018 with ten finalists, of which eight were womenor minority-owned businesses. All of these help
contribute to Open Works’ leadership in diversity
and inclusion. The organization is becoming a
model for intentionally creating and maintaining
a climate of institutional trust and community that
facilitates transparency and cultural intelligence.
There are national indicators that align with
the mission and vision of Open Works and hold
value for future comparative analysis and measures
of success. Some of the indicators are obvious
strengths of Open Works and others reveal opportunities for improvement. Open Works persistently
collects data of all kinds. Improving the systems of
collecting, storing, and sharing data through a user
friendly, comprehensive, appropriately transparent
system involving all constituents will help ensure
that findings are always interpreted and applied in
a solution-oriented manner. Current literature refers
to this as data design and design thinking ( Patel,
2017). Broader recommendations in this area can be
found at the end of this report.
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Open Works

MAKE TOOLS,
TECHNOLOGY,
AND THE
KNOWLEDGE
TO USE THEM
ACCESSIBLE
TO ALL
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OPEN WORKS IS A STATE-OF-THE-ART, 34,000
square foot facility in the heart of Baltimore City
with a simple mission to “ . . . make tools, technology,
and the knowledge to use them accessible to all”
and a long-term vision to “ . . . rebuild the regional
manufacturing economy from the grassroots up”
( Open Works Baltimore, 2019 ). The operation has
experienced growth since opening in October of
2016. The facility is equipped with a 3D printing
bot farm with four Ultimaker 2 extended 3D
printers, two Inventables Carvey desktop precision
CNC routers, four computer workstations, and
a filament recycler. The digital fabrication lab
includes advanced large-format machines that can
cut through plywood, plastic, and soft metals with
hair-splitting accuracy, such as the 4’x8’ Laguna
Swift with vacuum bed hold-down, two 4’x8’ bed
ShopBot PRS Alpha CNC routers, a Tormach
Personal CNC 1100 mill, two laser cutters, an 18” x
24” bed, and a laser cutter, 28” x 40 bed. The metal
shop, woodworking shop, computer lab, industrial
cut-and-sew studio, digital media studio, and the
electronics shop are equipped with an equally
impressive list of tools made available through
membership, education programs, special events,
and collaborative community relationships.
The mission is supported by funders,
including its primary sponsor, The Robert W.
Deutsch Foundation, which has committed to
three years of operating support for startup costs,
declining every year, and a list of contributors to
education programs, capital projects, operating
expenses, the EnterpRISE Venture Competition
( EVC ), the Moms as Entrepreneurs program, and the
Teen Maker Shop. The organization has also amassed
an impressive list of 17 partners over the past two
years that participate in an array of collaborative
projects. The Open Works facility is 100% owned by
the Baltimore Arts Realty Corporation ( BARCO ), a
non-profit organization established in 2012 by the
Robert W. Deutsch Foundation to create working
spaces for Baltimore’s growing community of

artists, performers, makers, and artisans. In 2016,
BARCO completed the $11.5 million renovation
of Open Works, a 34,000 square foot nonprofit
makerspace serving the greater Baltimore community. To date, BARCO has leveraged more than
$19 million in investment to create 60,000 square
feet of space for artists, makers, and performers
in Baltimore’s Station North Arts & Entertainment
District, including Open Works and the Motor
House. BARCO’s renovation of Open Works, its $6
million investment in the renovation of the Motor
House visual and performing arts hub, and its
support through other initiatives such as the Arts
Space Technical Assistance Program and Grit Grind
have helped change the creative landscape of Baltimore ( Baltimore Arts Realty Corporation, 2020 ).
The staff at Open Works has grown to 33
employees, all of whom reside in Baltimore City.
As indicated in the economic impact portion of
the study, those most obviously identified as
employees do not fully account for all whose
“work” is attributed to employment by Open Works.
Employees include managers for contract services,
digital operations, manual operations, education,
and membership, as well as a variety of technicians, member services personnel, an AmeriCorps
VISTA worker, and an executive director. Volunteers also play a vital role in advancing the mission
of the organization.
It should be noted that portions of the paid
staff have been associated with Open Works since
its opening in 2016. The advantage for purposes of
this study is that respondents were able to provide
perspectives that extend from the opening of the
facility to this current date.
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Revenue

SOURCES OF REVENUE at Open Works

45% CONTRIBUTED REVENUE

28% MEMBERSHIPS

13% CONTRACT SERVICES
9.5% EDUCATION
4% RENTALS

297
CLIENT REACH of Open Works

Open Works clients are from

UNIQUE ZIP CODES

61%

of clientele are from
Baltimore City

16

20% 21218
7.5% 21202
6.3% 21210
6.3% 21217
5% 21211
All other postal codes < 4%

34%

of clientele are from zip codes
directly adjacent
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Open Works is described as “a social enterprise
much like a YMCA: we charge fees for four core
services and fund access for other users through
grants” ( Holman, 2019 ). The enterprise is simultaneously experiencing the benefits of rising
revenue and the challenges of organizational
growth. Accelerating growth is evident in the 51%
growth in gross revenues from 2017 to 2018 and
the 16% projected total growth in the current year.
Earned income also grew at a healthy rate of 36%
during the 2017-2018 year and is projected to
increase 38% in 2018-2019. With a corresponding
projected growth in program grants from
$50,000.00 to $137,000.00 during the current year,
a total revenue increase of 13%, from $1.18 million to
$1.37 million, is expected during 2019 ( Open Works
Baltimore, 2018 ).
The sources of revenue at Open Works are
45% contributed revenue, 28% memberships, 13%
contract services, 9.5% education, and 4% rentals.
The strength of Open Works’ potential to sustain
growth is in core offerings such as educational
programs. While Open Works reaches clients from
297 unique zip codes, 61% of its clientele are from
Baltimore City and 34% from zip codes directly
adjacent to Open Works. This local engagement
offers potential to build community by serving
more participants in educational programs and the
ability to expand community engagement through
additional partnerships. This strategy was observed
in the operation of Open Works Mobile, the van that
takes the makerspace concept into the community.
In 2018, participation in educational programming
increased to 994 adults and 296 youth in onsite
classes, and Open Works Mobile made 55 site
visits. The five primarily grant-funded educational
programs served 1,952 people last year and are
projected to expand the audience by 12% in 2019,
with a focus on expanding access for low-income
adults. As described by Open Works leadership,
the organizations’ educational programming is
“providing community access to a design-thinking
pedagogy that teaches fabrication skills, practical
problem-solving, and iterative design processes”
( Open Works Baltimore, 2019 ).

Membership
Open Works offers several membership options.
The choices consist of Day Pass, Maker, Builder, Pro,
Group, and Resident categories. Each membership
level includes degrees of access to equipment
and requires relevant safety certifications and
materials fees if applicable. The Pro membership
( $125/mo. ) provides access to all workshops
and the state-of-the-art computer lab for up to
76 hours a week. The Maker membership ( $70/
mo. ) provides access to the computer lab, digital
media, 3D printing, electronics, textiles, digital
fabrication, wood shop, and metal shop up to 76
hours a week. The Builder membership ( $90/mo. )
provides access to wood, metal, digital fabrication,
and our state-of-the-art computer lab up to 76
hours a week. Day Pass members ( $25 ) have
access to any shop of their choice and currently
make up the largest percentage of members at
28.7%. A Resident membership adds a 7'x7' studio
space onto any level of monthly members for an
additional $125. Maker members and Day Pass
members are more than half of the Open Works
membership at 53.7%. Group membership is the
smallest membership category at 6.3%.
Clientele use the facilities for an array of
purposes, demonstrating the diverse types of
engagement that occur at Open Works. Responses
also reveal that many use the facility for more
than one purpose, creating a utilization profile
that is unique to each member. There is a relatively
even distribution of those using the facility for art
practice ( 36.3% ), Do-it-Yourselfers ( 40% ), and
small manufacturing businesses ( 37.5% ). The
next largest user percentage is populated by
hobbyist ( 26.3% ), collaboration and community
organizations ( 30% ), and small service businesses
( 25% ). There is a small percentage of social impact
nonprofit organizations at 7.5%, and 10.4% of
respondents engage for other reasons such as
production overflow and access to equipment.
The majority of those who utilize Open
Works live in the vicinity. This is critical to the
economic and social impact Open Works is
committed to having on the community. It is also
statistical evidence of the valuable contribution
of the maker facility. The largest percentage of

patrons ( 20% ) reside in the 21218 postal code just
north of Open Works, including communities such
as Barclay, Charles Village, Homewood, and others
extending to Coldspring Lane. Other postal codes
that have significant representation are 21202,
Open Works’ home zip code, ( 7.5% ); 21210 ( 6.3% );
21217 ( 6.3% ); and 21211 ( 5% ). All other postal codes
were less than 4%.

MEMBERSHIP OPTIONS used at Open Works

29%

25%

DAY PASS

6%

15%
BUILDER

MAKER

11%

GROUP

14%

RESIDENT

PRO

CLIENTELE USE of Open Works facilities

40% DO-IT-YOURSELFERS
37.5% SMALL MANUFACTURING BUSINESS
36.3% ART PRACTICE
30% COLLABORATION/COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION
26.3% HOBBYIST
25% SMALL SERVICE BUSINESS
7.5% SOCIAL IMPACT NONPROFIT
10.4% OTHER
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

40%
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Education
The knowledge and skills required to be successful
at Open Works vary depending on the purpose
of engagement. There is the expected distinction
between the knowledge and skills staff use to
perform their administrative and supervisory duties
and those required to produce art and products.
There are also times when the distinctions are not
clear. For example, overseeing staff and operations
in the wood shop may require knowledge of
machine functionality and planning. The knowledge
of machine functionality and planning may be
applied with other team members, requiring
the demonstration of relational soft skills such as
those required for effective communication. No
unique knowledge and skills emerged among staff
that apply specifically to functional areas within
Open Works.
There are various ways Open Works staff
members acquire skills. Some of the current
full-time staff started as volunteers, part-time staff,
or members. This status afforded them the opportunity to become proficient on multiple machines,
develop rapport with community and team
members, and learn Open Works administrative
protocols. Staff members’ capabilities are the result
of knowledge and skills acquired before engaging
at Open Works, self-directed learning while at Open
Works, and participation in available classes.

Staff members’
capabilities are the
result of knowledge
and skills acquired
before engaging
at Open Works,
self-directed learning
while at Open Works,
and participation in
available classes, as
indicated in excerpts
from staff interviews.

“Well, in a lot of ways, I feel like the skills
that I use from day to day, I self-taught
through access at an early age to computers
and technology . . . ”
“People are coming in with their own mechanical expertise, many of our staff are computer
literate, so the software components, it’s
pretty easy to pick that up for most.”
“Well, much of the technical aptitude
is teachable.”
“I like did some professional development
courses over the summer to like figure out like
how to be a better facilitator and trainer.”

18
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Education is a priority at Open Works across
all stakeholder groups. The education department
enrolled 1283 participants, with 2326 available
seats in 2018. Enrollment was 331 in 2017 with a
capacity of 750, representing a significant increase
in educational activity. There are current efforts to
standardize safety curriculums, develop advancedlevel classes, and improve instructor quality, all of
which are consistent with desires expressed by
participants in this study. Supported by a grant
from the Rouse Foundation, a halftime Youth and
Family program coordinator is now on staff to help
improve youth programs.
Evaluation data is critical to maintaining
relevance of class offerings. Information submitted
by respondents may be used to establish or modify
standards, set goals, assign roles within assessment
activities, and determine data design strategies
for closing the continuous improvement feedback
loop. There were 919 participant responses to adult
workshop evaluation forms from October 2016
through December 2017. The responses included
661 nonmembers, 245 members, and 13 unclassified
responses.
Educational event participants are a valuable
source of feedback. The feedback reflects the
cultural climate of the community and provides a
platform for strengthening the sense of community
at Open Works. The data may also be used to establish standards of excellence for the future. When
educational program participants were asked,
“How did you hear about Open Works?” word
of mouth emerged as the most reliable means
of creating awareness, with 51% of respondents
identifying it as the means by which they learned of
the facility. Other responses included Social Media
at 15%, Open Works Website at 7%, Internet Search
Engine at 5%, Work or Employer at 4%, Higher
Education Partners at 4%, Print Ads or Radio at 4%,
Community Partners and Events at 3%, Walk by or
Drive by at 3%, Miscellaneous at 2%, K-12 Partners at
2%, and Grand Opening at 1%. The responses reveal
opportunities to increase awareness and improve
recruitment, especially considering the 27% of
participants during the first two years of operation
who revealed their consideration of converting class
participants into membership.

1,283

EDUCATION PARTICIPANTS at Open Works in 2018

Out of 2,326 available seats, there were

PARTICIPANTS
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COURSE EVALUATION RESULTS from the first
two years of safety classes illustrate the vitality
of the educational efforts at Open Works. The
“Wood Safety Certification” leads the demand
among responding program participants, followed
by “Laser Safety Certification” at 17%, “Sewing
Certification” at 16%, “CNC Safety Certification”
at 12%, “Metal Safety Certification” at 8%, “Planer
Jointer and Router Safety Certification” at 5%, “CNC
Embroidery Safety Certification” at 4%, and “CNC
Plasma Cutter Safety Certification” at 1%. The
demand for optional skill-based adult classes is
lower than the demand for mandatory certifications,
as expected. “The Crash Course: 3D Printing” at 3%
led the demand among respondents to course evaluations. It was followed by: “Crash Course: Rhino
3D” at 3%, “Crash Course: Computerized Embroidered Design” at 2%, “Crash Course: Vinyl Cutter” at
2%, “Crash Course: MIG Welding” at 2%, “Show Me
How: Soldering Electronics” at 2%, “Crash Course:
Adobe Photoshop” at 2%, “Crash Course: Adobe
Illustrator” at 1%, “Show Me How: CNC Router” at
1%, “Crash Course: Plasma Cutter” at less than 1%,
“Makerspaces Unite! 3D Printed and Metal Caste
Jewelry” at less than 1%, “Crash Course: Patterns &
Fabric” at less than 1%, “Crash Course: TIG Welding”
at less than 1%, “Show Me How: Metal Shop” at less
than 1%, “Make Your Own: Skirt” at less than 1%, and
“Course: Electronics” at less than 1%. Participants
identified three reasons for participating in educational activities: 61% to gain access to shops, 59% to
learn a new/refresh a skill, and 19% to become part
of a creative maker community.
Respondents to workshop evaluations identified four session characteristics as “highlights” of
the educational experience: the quality of trainers/
instructors ( 79% ), hands-on time with equipment
( 67% ), getting signed off to use the shops ( 50% ),
and getting to know other fellow classmates ( 34% ).
Many of the “lowlights” ( negatives ) identified about
workshops were the same as those identified as
“highlights.” However, they were often stated with
a caveat such as “time.” For example, “Getting
to know other fellow classmates” was identified
by 12% of the respondents, and the statement
was followed by comments such as “not enough
time,” “no opportunity to introduce ourselves,”
and “icebreakers could help to build community.”
20
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Teacher/instructional quality was identified as a
“lowlight” by 20% of participants. There were again
qualifying statements such as “teachers need to be
better prepared,” “too much to grasp in one night,”
and “classroom monitor too small.” Other workshop
characteristics identified as “lowlights” included
“hands-on time with equipment” at 40%, qualified
by statements “need more hands-on time” and
“didn’t have enough time to use machines by myself.”
Singular comments were also submitted regarding
opportunities for improvement or “lowlights” as
described on the Workshop Evaluation Form.

SINGULAR WORKSHOP “LOWLIGHTS”
A little crowded.

Class time too short.

A little on the long side.

Classroom—needs a smarter
station.

A little pricey, wish they would
have explained what type of
fabric to bring and to bring the
fabric on the first day of class.
A lot of information at once.
Already know and use these
tools; would love a “ fast track”
option.
Background noise.
Broken machine.
Came specifically for Laguna and
got zero time on machine or
specific use. Now have to come
back.
Not all classmates were on the
same level.

CNC plasma is a finicky machine.
Cost for “total” wood shop
certification.
Could have used more on
software.
Delays due to machinery
complications.
Did not make anything
productive, maybe have a test
project for training.
Email said 5:30—class started at
6p. I wasted 30min. Also, class
went over—I had to leave right
@ 9:00.
Equipment issues.

Class could be longer for CNC
instruction.

Felt like I had to be knowledgeable about some things.

Not all programs were loaded on
the computer.

Teacher was very polite, but
didn’t feel like this class was for
someone with no knowledge.

Class length was 3 hours.
Class time too short.
Class started late ( machine
issues ).

Fluorescent lighting in computer
room.

THE EMPHASIS ON ACCESS at Open Works does
not just pertain to equipment; it also refers to
access to educational opportunities. Scheduling
classes is important because safety certification
is a prerequisite for access to equipment. Skill
workshops also have membership recruitment
value as indicated by the number of participants
who expressed their intent to become members.
Workshop attendees indicated high levels of
satisfaction with the scheduling of courses during
the first two years of operation, with 88% of
session participants responding that they “loved
the time.” The scheduling, as well as the design
of the workshops, contributed to the success and
perceived value by participants. When evaluating
other indicators such as pace, length, and price,
86% of workshop attendees stated that the “pace
of the course was just right.” This does not diminish
the importance of making changes that will address
the concerns of the 7% who indicated that “the
pace of their class was too slow” or the remaining
7% who indicate that “the pace of the class was too
fast.” Price shows similar levels of satisfaction, with
84% of participants describing the cost as “just
right” and 16% indicating that the classes are “too
expensive.” Less than 1% of participants described
the classes as “too cheap.” The overall effectiveness
of instruction was evident by the 93% of participants who indicated they “feel confident in using
the shops” after taking the workshop.
In addition to the responses of workshop
participants, data regarding requisite skills was
collected from members. Members may also have
been respondents to workshop surveys; however,
there is value in assessing how members perceive
educational programs as a distinct group. Obtaining
information about requisite skills and training from
members provides insight into the most prevalent
activities, the machine usage, and the potential
demand for future training and educational
programs. “General Machine Competencies” ranked
highest, with 68% of respondents identifying it
as necessary, followed by woodworking ( 39% ),
design ( 36% ), computer skills ( 32% ), laser cutting
( 29% ), safety ( 25% ), 3D printing ( 25% ), digital
fabrication ( 21% ), CNC routing ( 21% ), metalworking
( 18% ), graphics editing ( 18% ), autoCAD ( 14% ),
3D modeling software ( 11% ), embroidery ( 11% ),

leatherworking ( 7% ), and a list of miscellaneous
skills that were identified by four percent or less
of the members as critical to success. While the
skills are reflective of the available equipment and
activities at Open Works, the prioritization provides
insight about what skills and training are valued by
members of the community.
SKILLS & TRAINING NECESSARY for engagement at Open Works

68% GENERAL MACHINE COMPETENCIES
60% WOODWORKING
39% SEWING
36% DESIGN
32% COMPUTER SOFTWARE OR HARDWARE
29% LASER CUTTING
25% SAFETY
25% 3D PRINTING
21% DIGITAL FABRICATION
21% CNC ROUTING
18% METALWORKING
18% GRAPHICS EDITING SOFTWARE
14% AUTOCAD
11% 3D MODELING SOFTWARE
11% EMBROIDERY
7% LEATHERWORKING
4% CARPENTRY
4% CODING
4% ELECTRONICS
4% ENGINEERING
4% FINANCING
4% MUSIC
4% PAINTING
4% PROJECT MANAGEMENT
4% SOUND MIXING
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209

YOUTH ENROLLMENTS across all programs

Median age of participants
8.5 YEARS OLD
Female participation rate
39%

YOUTH ENROLLMENTS by type

26% YOUTH MAKER SHOP

26% FAMILY MAKER SHOP

21.5% TEEN MAKER SHOP

18% GREENMOUNT WEST

9.5% SUMMER CAMP

WHERE DO THEY COME FROM?

Five zip codes account for

57%

of the youth participation:
21202, 21218, 21213,
2121X, 21209
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One zip code accounts for

21%

of the youth participation:
21202
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CLASSES FOR YOUTH AND FAMILIES during 2017
and 2018 helped them develop basic skills required
for the business activities of members with studio
space. When participants were asked, “What did
you make today or in class?” their answers included
drones, robots, sewing, woodworking, and other
activities that may inspire them to membership,
additional classes, or other types of engagement at
Open Works. The classes also reveal the potential
for workforce development and employee pipelines
for growing businesses within the makerspace
community, starting with makers as young as age
six. One of the significant observations about the
current staff at Open Works is that many of them
converted from volunteers to paid staff. They
engaged at Open Works because of a need for
equipment. Fulfillment of that need developed into
an appreciation for the community and a reciprocal
employer-employee relationship based on the
satisfaction of mutual need.
The diversity in the adult membership of Open
Works is also reflected in the educational programming for youth. The median age of participants
during the first year of educational programs for
youth ( 2017 ) is eight-and-a-half (8.5 ) years old, with
most participants being between six and 13 years old.
The 51 participants during 2017 included 20 female
youth and 31 males. The 39% female youth participation rate will help Open Works continue as a national
model of diversity and inclusion in years to come.
The participation of 71 female youth in 2018
represents a 17 participant increase over the 54
female youth participants in 2017, a 32% increase.
Continuing the trend of gender diversity in the
youth ranks may lead to at least 50% female youth
participation in future educational programming.
Youth from 21 distinct zip codes participated
in training programs at Open Works during the
past two years. Five zip codes account for 57% of
the youth participation in 2017 and 2018. They are
21202, 21218, 21213, 21213, and 21209, with the highest
participation of 21% coming from zone 21202.
The overall response from youth regarding
training and education programs is favorable.
When asked their “overall reaction” to the training,
responses average 3.64 on a scale of one to
four, with one representing “bad” and four representing “excellent.”

Events
The vitality of event activity at Open Works
contributes to the sense of community. Members,
workshop participants, neighborhood residents, and
others recognize the facility as a place and space
where their artistry can be developed, their maker
productivity can be maximized, requisite knowledge
and skills can be acquired, and patrons can enjoy
a cup of coffee with free WIFI. The importance of
the events to the ongoing success of Open Works
is apparent in the 7.8 million participant hours
spent at Open Works for events since opening. The
$46,168.55 in revenue is also significant.
The types of audiences attending events
varies. Participation rates by group type include
community members ( 14% ), church elders ( 16% ),
general public ( 8% ), students ( 6% ), and architects
( 4% ). Teachers and neighbors represent attendance
at 3% of events. Artists, board members, Etsy
sellers, graphic designers, and scouts participated
in events at a rate of 2%. In terms of where events
are held within Open Works, Classroom One
accounted for 30% of the utilization for events,

the lobby was used for 18% of the events, and
Classroom Two was used in 43% of the events. The
whole building was utilized for only 2% of past
events. Remaining spaces are used for less than one
percent of events.
Space is one of the major themes that
has emerged from the study, especially regarding
ability to accommodate business growth and
business activity needs such as conference room
space. The level of event activity, the demand for
classes, and space for business expansion may
appear to be competing interests. Innovation,
collaboration, and strategic alliance strategies
among those with space needs may assist in
maximizing utilization and meeting demands as
Open Works grows.

18,275

EVENTS OVERVIEW at Open Works in 2018

Out of 460 events, there were

PARTICIPANTS

Number of hours
427.3

Revenue
$46,168.55

Average events per month
15.3

Participants
per hour
42.8

Average revenue
per month
$1,538.95

Average participants
per month
609.2
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200+

HANNEMAN STOOLS PRODUCED for Room and Board
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Contract Services

Other Activities

Contract Services, the Open Works unit providing
maker and fabrication services to external clients,
experienced significant changes within the past
year. A new shop was constructed, a full-time
manager was hired, 80 hours of technician shifts
were scheduled per week, a split technician was
hired to service them and other areas, and the first
long-term manufacturing project was started. The
sales pipeline has been re-established, and the shop
experienced periods when it was booked at 100%
of capacity. Compensation for contract services
technicians has also increased. The operation
has a diversity of both local and national clients,
constructing prototypes, small runs of manufacturing items, signs, furniture, and architectural items.
One example is the prototyping and manufacturing
of the “Hanneman” model stool sold by Room and
Board, a national furniture company. Open Works
has produced over 200 stools since January 2018
for distribution across the country. Stools are made
with reclaimed pine joists from vacant houses in
Baltimore, which increases the positive social and
environmental impact of the product. With the
growing client base and increasing impact on Open
Works’ bottom line, the unit has also taken on an
intern from one of its academic partners, Cristo Rey
Jesuit High School.

Moms as Entrepreneurs is a program working to
remove the stigma that moms are unwilling to
risk or assume the pressures of being a mom and
an entrepreneur by challenging the inequities
placed upon them through entrepreneurial training,
financial education, and the support of a mom
entrepreneur community. Open Works completed
its second cohort of the Moms as Entrepreneurs
Makers Academy at Open Works in partnership
with Moms as Entrepreneurs and Baltimore Etsy
Sellers in 2018. This cohort comprises eight Baltimore-based businesses, making everything from
ceramic tiles to girls’ clothing and handbags. They
completed 16 classes in business topics, marketing,
fabrication, and starting and optimizing an Etsy
store. One recent participant was a runner-up in
this fall’s EnterpRISE Venture Competition. One
hundred percent ( 100% ) of participants have now
set up an Etsy shop and are starting to sell online.
One MAE participant from the fall 2018 cohort,
Dominique Hellgeth, went on to win the MICA Up/
Start pitch competition in April 2019. Her company,
Greenmount Tile Company, co-founded with Anne
Zellhoffer and headquartered at Open Works, won
$30,000 in direct investment.
Open Works held the EnterpRISE Venture
Competition ( EVC ) in 2017 and 2018. It is a pitch
competition and business boot camp for early stage
businesses and start-ups that require access to
advanced fabrication technologies to manufacture
innovative prototypes and products. Funding for
EVC has been provided by the Baltimore Development Corporation, TEDCO, PNC Bank, the Maryland
Department of Commerce, and the Abell Foundation.
Working collaboratively with a broad range of
educational institutions and nonprofit organizations
to attract applications through a simple submission
process, both years have been a great success. The
Open Works commitment to diversity and inclusion
was also evident in the most recent competition
in 2018, with 56% females, 69% people of color,
56% who did not complete college, and 64% who
had never entered a business competition. Of the
five winners, three are women-owned businesses
and two are led by people of color. The grand
prize winner is currently using classrooms to train

people to sew their product at home. Their chief
sewing instructor is a graduate of the spring cohort
of Moms as Entrepreneurs ( MAE ). One of our
runners-up is a current MAE member.
An extension of the Open Works efforts to
spur entrepreneurship, two pop-up shops, Maker
Marts and Shop Black ( featuring 100% vendors of
color ), have also shown success by attracting over
500 visitors, raising Open Works’ brand visibility,
and giving 60 local businesses a platform to grow.
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Opportunities to Overcome
Barriers to Success
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BARRIERS
INCLUDE
HOURS,
COST,
SPACE &
ACCESS TO
EQUIPMENT
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OPPORTUNITIES TO IMPROVE are evident in
perceived barriers to success from the perspectives
of business owners, staff, and members of Open
Works. Barriers were found to include hours, cost,
space, and access to equipment.
Open Works supports 55 businesses and is
currently at 100% studio occupancy. Considering the
vibrancy of business activity and findings that 56.3%
of nonbusiness owners have plans to turn their activities into a business, managing the consequences
of success is important for mitigating the negative
impact of barriers. The consequences are even more
intense because of the additional 22.5% who are
considering turning their activities into business.
Entrepreneurial aspiration may serve as an indicator
of the type of support entrepreneurs need and of
the necessity to mitigate barriers related to hours,
space, and access to equipment in addition to the
traditional barriers associated with startup funding,
marketing, planning, and scaling production.
There are many circumstances that may cause
hours of operation to inhibit success. Scenarios
presented by business owners include the desire for
overnight hours and extended morning and evening
hours. There is also a perception that fewer opportunities for networking exist during traditional daytime
work hours because of the need for many makers to
work fulltime jobs during the day. Facility usage data
identifies the afternoon as peak activity time and
results were corroborated during member interviews.

“I have to maintain part-time jobs and work
at night a lot. Open Works closes too early.
It would be helpful if they stayed open until
11 or midnight, or even until 7:00 AM at least
on weekends.”
“Yeah, I would say hours of operation is just
one kind of barrier, at least for me. I often
operate in a lot of digital meetings. So, it
would be better if I were able to start my
day earlier in the place where I am planning

to spend my day. I find myself having to
take some meetings in the morning before
leaving because they either start exactly at
9, or 8:30 or 8, and then waiting to transition
myself to being over at Open Works.”
“ . . . hours, we get kicked out at 9pm. I wish I
had 24-hour access to my space. It would be
great for part-time to work when they can.”
“Allowing off-hours access would help, early
and/or late . . . like being able to get in [Open
Works] before a meeting.”

DO MEMBERS PLAN to turn activities into a business?

56.3%
YES

22.5%
MAYBE

21.3%
NO
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GREATEST FRUSTRATIONS of Open Works members

27% CLOSING OF SHOPS
FOR CLASSES

23.8% FINDING
STAFF TO ANSWER
QUESTIONS

20% COST OF SERVICES

18.8% MACHINE
RESERVATIONS

17.5% SAFETY CLASSES

11.3% LOCATION

8.8% NAVIGATING MEMBERSHIP
SOFTWARE
5% ONBOARDING PROCESS
45% OTHER
These frustrations were
only expressed once—does
not cluster to constitute
noticeable patterns.

4% NO FRUSTRATIONS
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OPEN WORKS MEMBERS were also asked to
identify their greatest frustrations. Responses
revealed data similar to that which emerged from
business owner interviews. The greatest frustration
for the largest percentage of responding members
is “the closing of shops for classes,” which inhibits
access. Twenty-seven percent ( 27% ) of responding
members identified closings as their greatest
frustration. “The closing of shops for classes” was
followed by “finding staff to answer questions” at
23.8%, and “cost of services” at 20%, to complete
the top three frustrations. However, “machine
reservations” at 18.8% and “safety classes” at 17.5%
also registered as frustrations with significant
numbers of members. “Location” ( 11.3% ), “navigating the membership software” ( 8.8% ), and the
“new membership onboarding process” ( 5% ) were
identified by smaller percentages of members as
sources of frustration. “Other” is a large category
in the identification of frustrations, with 45% of
respondents mentioning frustrations that were only
expressed once. While this list of individual frustrations does not cluster to constitute noticeable
patterns of frustrations, the large percentage of
respondents submitting frustrations suggests that
there may be opportunities to improve, especially
with those considered to have easier solutions.
It should also be noted that 4% of those who
responded expressed “no frustrations.”
Continuing the theme of access to equipment
as one of the primary barriers to success, business
owners again expressed concerns associated with
the Open Works mission of providing equipment
access to as many people as possible.

“And then, the main piece of equipment we
use is the . . . , and as of late it’s been almost
impossible to even book time on that machine,
so because my product is custom, it’s a little
bit difficult for me to see ahead and guess
what pieces we’re going to need for that
particular week.”

to go when we need them. So, on occasion,
we’ll run into scenarios when the machinery
hasn’t been properly maintained, and there
isn’t really enough structure on keeping
it maintained, so I’ve actually started to
bring up to the techs, kind of working my
way—keeping on it, because it’s something
that can be limiting at times, especially
when you’re in a deadline situation.”
Possible solutions to frustrations associated
with access to facilities may be found in the analysis
of peak utilization hours. Members reported that
peak hours of activity are in the afternoon, with
evening and morning hours showing fairly similar
demand for access and space.
Limited space was identified as a barrier and
may be related to access to equipment, especially
when considering the growth since 2016. Reaching
full occupancy of studio space, the growth of
existing businesses, the intent of non-business
owners to become business owners, and the
expressed satisfaction of current occupants
creates potential space limitations due to demand,
and therefore a barrier. The same is true for the
number of educational classes sponsored by Open
Works and the number of externally sponsored
events. Open Works is encountering common
problems experienced by many successful
startups. The questions are: At what point in the
startup’s lifecycle is expansion feasible? Are there
other ways to innovatively resolve the space issue
without increasing expenses? Possible answers
to these questions will be the subject of future
assessment activities.

PEAK MEMBER HOURS at Open Works

60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

MORNING

AFTERNOON

EVENING

“ . . . limited growth potential because we’re
limited to only four cubicles per business
and there’s no private area for makers.
We’re not able to showcase and this makes
selling difficult.”

“Um, well, I can, out of the gate I can say
the maintenance of the machinery. These
are little—I mean—ours run on—we run on
precision and timeliness, in some regards, so
for us it’s very important that things be ready
THE REPORT
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25%

MEMBERSHIP LEVEL

WHAT DO YOU GET
ACCESS TO?

CONDITIONS

PRICE

OTHER MEMBERSHIP
TYPES

WHO IS IT FOR?

CONDITIONS

PRICE

Maker Membership

Textiles Lab
Electronics Lab
3D Printing Lab
Digital Media Lab
Computer Lab
Spray Booth

—

$70

Household

Family Members

Must live together and
be able to prove they
have the same address

$125 ( first person )
$75 ( second person )

Youth Membership

Children between ages
of 16–17

—

$40

Microstudio
Conference Room
Textiles Lab
Electronics Lab
3D Printing Lab
Digital Media Lab
Computer Lab
Spray Booth

Must be a Maker
Member

Shelf Storage

Members

Must be a Member

$32

Vertical Storage

Members

Must be a Member

$15

Stock Storage

Members

Must be a Member

$15

Builder Membership

Wood Shop
Digital Fabrication
Metal Shop
Spray Booth
Computer Lab

—

$90

Builder Resident

Microstudio
Conference Room
Wood Shop
Digital Fabrication
Metal Shop
Spray Booth
Computer Lab

Must be a Builder
Member

$215

Pro Membership

Textiles Lab
Electronics Lab
3D Printing Lab
Digital Media Lab
Computer Lab
Spray Booth
Wood Shop
Digital Fabrication
Metal Shop

—

$125

Pro Resident

Microstudio
Conference Room
Textiles Lab
Electronics Lab
3D Printing Lab
Digital Media Lab
Computer Lab
Spray Booth
Wood Shop
Digital Fabrication
Metal Shop

Must be a Pro Member

$250

OF MEMBERSHIPS ARE MAKER LEVEL

15%

Maker Resident

OF MEMBERSHIPS ARE BUILDER LEVEL

14%
OF MEMBERSHIPS ARE PRO LEVEL

11%
ARE RESIDENT MEMBERSHIPS
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$195
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PERCEIVED VALUE of Open Works, according to its members

64%

59%

TOOLS & FACILITIES

COMMUNITY OF
CREATIVE MAKERS

DISCOUNTS

TERMS

AMOUNT

52% off

Pro Membership for
full-time Baltimore
City / County teachers

$60

75% off

Scholarship recipients

varies

10% off

Veterans / Teachers /
Seniors ( 55 and up ),
towards membership
and/or classes

varies

10% off

AIGA Members

varies

10% off

AIA Members

varies

DISCOUNTED ENROLLMENTS at Open Works

35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
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SCHOLARSHIP
SEATS

OTHER

RETURNS /
CANCELLATIONS
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STAFF
TRAINING

44%

CLASSES AND
TRAINING

40%
STAFF

30%

THE GLOBAL NATURE of the space concerns is
evident internally and externally. According to
a recent member survey conducted by Made in
Baltimore, the highest demand for space among
responding members is between 500 and 2000
square feet with 45% currently producing at home,
90% anticipating growth, and 50% anticipating
a need for space. The 56% of responding Made
In Baltimore members represents 108 businesses
creating 793 jobs. The businesses are also responsible for generating 46 million in annual revenue
in 435,000 square feet of production space ( Made
in Baltimore, 2019 ). Open Works is supporting
approximately 5% of all maker jobs in Baltimore
in an environment where there is a high, growing
demand for space. This creates a great opportunity for growth while generating a potential barrier
if demand is not strategically addressed.
Access and space barriers may be diminished by increasing intelligence regarding the
types of products being produced. The types of
items produced by business owners and members
at Open Works provide insight into the types of
skills in the community and what is required to
sustain a supportive environment for education
and access. Nineteen percent ( 19% ) of respondents produce some form of apparel, clothing and
fashion accessories. Twenty-two percent ( 22% )
produce items involving wood and furnishings.
Eleven-and-a-half percent ( 11.5% ) of members
self-describe as producers of art, ceramics, or
sculpture. Seven-and-a-half percent ( 7.5% ) are
technology-related businesses relating to software
or drone technology. The remaining percentage of
the membership is involved in producing a wide
array of products and services made by do-it-yourselfers, hobbyists, and small businesses. It is
evident that textiles, wood, and art are dominant
in creating demand for access and space.
One of the barriers for the businesses at
Open Works is cost. Business owners include
rent, the mandatory certifications, and the price

MISSION

26%

SUPPORTIVE
CULTURE

18%
COST OF
SERVICES

15%
LOCATION

of materials available at Open Works when
calculating Open Works related costs. There is an
inherent tension between the Open Works mission
to “ . . . make tools, technology, and the knowledge
to use them accessible to all” and the financial
hardships of small businesses. Scholarships and
hardship packages are in place to help alleviate
this potential barrier. However, it was still described
during interviews:

“And then, let’s see, Open Works, I will say
the rent is high considering I don’t have a
lot of room, and if I were to stay in Open
Works, I think it can only ever be two people
working in the space at a time.”
“And I think one of the barriers that we face
as a small non-profit is actually funding,
so we love the resources, everything from
the community to the room to the tools that
exist at Open Works, and so we ideally
want to have our students there as much
as possible, but it costs a lot to one, get
the studio, to get memberships, to run the
different kind of trainings on the equipment
that they have . . . ”
“It’s a little bit cost prohibitive. I need more
space but can’t afford a double cube.”
“ It’s hard to hire an employee because of the
expense of training everyone. I understand
the policy but it’s expensive”
“ . . . it’s a 4 foot by 8 foot space, and it’s just
a little cost prohibitive initially to get into
something like that.”
“There will always be tension between the
capitalistic reality that investors live in and
the community widespread access need for
creative space that the artist of a creative

14%

HELP FROM
OTHERS

9%

8%

5%

KID-FRIENDLY

COFFEE SHOP

EVENTS

community needs, there’s a tension there
that in order for this to work, that must be
worked out.”
“There’re still financial barriers for people of
like all backgrounds—to get like the lowest
income level brackets of Baltimore here
would be really important. Okay, I feel like,
you know, I guess in other ways like, I feel
like in terms of like the diversity, it’s not still,
like, not economically diverse.”
“ . . . price points. We do programming in
all the different shops we have and have
baseline entry training pre-requisites. We
have products; for instance, we have skilled,
safety, project, and foundation courses, and
safety classes are required for shop access.”
While there are several membership and
discounted price options available to members,
it must be noted that cost is still perceived as
a barrier. Innovative ways of fulfilling the Open
Works mission must be a constant goal.
While data was collected regarding
perceived barriers to success, data was also
gathered regarding perceived value. The three
most valuable characteristics of Open Works as
identified by members are “tools and facilities”
(63.7%), “community of creative makers” (58.8%),
and “classes and training” (43.8%). The remaining
valuable characteristics were “staff” ( 40% ),
“mission” ( 30% ), “supportive culture/atmosphere”
( 26.3% ), “cost of services” ( 17.5% ), “location”
( 15% ), “informal advice/help from others” ( 13.8% ),
“events and activities” ( 8.8% ), “coffee shop” ( 7.5% ),
and “kid-friendly environment” ( 5% ). The most
valued characteristics of Open Works relate to
the creative homogeneity of members and the
availability of resources to assist in expressing their
creativity. This is the essence of the maker culture
and is central to Open Works’ success.
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THE REPORT — KEY RESULTS

The goals of the Economic Impact
segment are to estimate the State
of Maryland and City of Baltimore
economic impacts and fiscal effects
of the construction, setup, operation,
and maintenance of Open Works.
SPECIFICALLY, THE ANALYSIS aims to estimate
the State of Maryland and City of Baltimore
economic impacts and fiscal effects of the:

•• Construction and setup phase of Open Works;
••

and
The operating and maintenance phase of Open
Works.

Construction and Setup
Phase Impacts

Operating & Maintenance
Phase Impacts

ADDITIONAL MARYLAND JOBS, LABOR INCOME, AND OUTPUT

EVERY YEAR OF OPERATION, MARYLAND GAINS THE BENEFITS OF:

106
total jobs

= 63
direct

+ 17
indirect

+ 26
induced1

138
total jobs

= 108 direct
employees

+ 11
indirect

+ 19
induced

$6.2 million in
labor income

= $3.8M
direct

+ $1.1M
indirect

+ $1.3M
induced

$4.5M annual
labor income

= $2.9M
direct

+ $0.7M
indirect

+ $1.0M
induced

$18.9 million
gain in output

= $11.8M
direct

+ $3.3M
indirect

+ $3.8 M
induced

$9.9 million
annual output

= $5.3M
direct

+ $1.8M
indirect

+ $2.8 M
induced

ADDITIONAL BALTIMORE CITY JOBS, LABOR INCOME, AND OUTPUT

EVERY YEAR OF OPERATION, BALTIMORE CITY GAINS JOBS & MORE

85
total jobs

= 61
direct

+ 11
indirect

+ 13
induced

114
total jobs

= 96
direct

+8
indirect

+ 10
induced

$5.4 million in
labor income

= $3.9M
direct

+ $0.8M
indirect

+ $0.7M
induced

$4.0M annual
labor income

= $2.9M
direct

+ $0.6M
indirect

+ $0.5M
induced

$15.7 million
gain in output

= $11.7M
direct

+ $2.0M
indirect

+ $2.0 M
induced

$8.0 million
annual output

= $5.2M
direct

+ $1.4M
indirect

+ $1.4 M
induced

ANNUAL FISCAL BENEFITS

FISCAL BENEFITS
$718 thousand2 in
total state and local
government revenues

= $419 thousand
for state of Maryland
revenues

+ $299 thousand
for local government
revenues

$460 thousand/year
of operation in total
state and local
government revenues

= $271 thousand/
year estimated
for state
government of
Maryland revenue

+ $189 thousand/
year estimated
for local government
revenues

The MIG IMPLAN models of the State of Maryland
and Baltimore City economies were utilized to
complete the estimates. The key findings of these
analyses are as follows.

1 “Direct,” “indirect,” and “induced” have very specific meanings in input/output analysis. Explanations are
provided in Appendix B of this report.
2 Minnesota IMPLAN Group ( MIG ) IMPLAN models combine state and local revenue estimates. The state and
local government revenues were separated from the total of state and local taxes using US Census data to
estimate the state and local shares of each tax and fee item from IMPLAN.
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TABLE 1 CONSTRUCTION PHASE EXPENDITURES

Adding to the Economy
There are several avenues through which Open
Works adds to the economy. Through what we may
think of as typical daily operations of the facility, it
provides direct employment for machine operators,
instructors, and support services personnel. It buys
goods and services from businesses and individuals,
just as any other business enterprise. The scale of
each of these activities can be readily modelled
within our IMPLAN models to account for the total
economic impact that results. Another less typical
impact arises through the training and development of the individual hobbyists and entrepreneurs.
The entrepreneurs are operating businesses that,
in many cases would not exist without the opportunity presented by Open Works. Therefore, all of
the purchases, sales, and other economic activities
of these enterprises should also be attributable to
Open Works.
There may be anywhere from 400 to 500
individuals who can correctly claim to “work” within
the walls of Open Works in any given month. This
can include those who are on the Open Works
payroll, members who may be renting studio space
or other access to resources, people who are only
taking courses, and those who are using day passes.
Of those who are producing something, many may
be simply hobbyists or individuals who occasionally
sell something produced at Open Works but are not
reliant on revenues from their activities.
In order to conduct an economic impact
analysis, it is necessary to have reasonable estimates of the revenue streams connected to the
activity being evaluated. It is straightforward to
collect revenue and expenditure data from Open
Works itself, which readily accommodates impact
analysis of the construction phase and the subsequent operating activities of the entity on its own.
However, estimating the economic contributions
of those who are not on the payroll of Open Works
but are nonetheless engaged in producing goods
or offering other services via its facilities presents
many challenges, not the least of which is concern
for the privacy of these entrepreneurs. Reluctance
of makers to provide financial information is a
concern, and reliability of data obtained is also a
concern. There are also economic benefits gener36
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ated as a consequence of those who receive training
at Open Works, which is then transferred to benefit
external employers with no obvious link to the
makerspace—an economic benefit that we did not
attempt to estimate in this study.
Considering these admittedly nontrivial
operating phase data concerns, we focused our
attention on 81 memberships used by people who
are operating businesses out of Open Works as
members or studio holders, or who are otherwise
using Open Works resources. Many of these
members were interviewed to gather information
about their businesses, including estimates of
their annual revenues. For those not providing
any revenue information through an interview or
otherwise, a description of the production activities,
a headcount of the makers, and corresponding
revenue estimates were provided by Open Works,
based on their firsthand familiarity with the maker.
All data collected in this way were reviewed through
a series of exchanges between the lead financial
analyst on our team and Open Works to ensure
that all revenues were at least reasonable. Every
effort was made to minimize distortions and ensure
that any remaining revenue data errors were in the
direction of being conservative.
It is also important to note that some
businesses outgrow their space at Open Works.
These “graduates” involve successful businesses
that are now contributing millions of dollars to the
Maryland economy that are not included in this
economic impact analysis of Open Works. Furthermore, since the activities of hobbyists and other
small-scale makers are excluded from the study, it
is once more emphasized that this impact study
will yield a conservative estimate of the overall
economic impact.
As an absolute lower limit of the impact,
estimates of the operational and maintenance phase
revenues of the Open Works entity on its own—
ignoring the challenges of measuring economic
activities of the members—were used as inputs
to IMPLAN models of Maryland and Baltimore to
obtain the impact in terms of jobs, employment
income, output, and taxes. The results of those
analyses are included in Appendix C of this report.
None of these data concerns arise in relation
to the construction phase since all construction

TABLE 2 ANNUAL OPERATING PHASE EXPENDITURES OF OPEN WORKS

INSTALLATION COST

AMOUNT

PERCENT OF TOTAL

Acquisition

$592,894

5%

Hard Costs

$7,393,121

Soft Costs
Total

AMOUNT

PERCENT OF TOTAL

Materials and supplies

$84,366

8%

65%

Teacher and partner expenses

$21,666

2%

$3,460,844

30%

Family/child programs

$38,570

4%

$11,446,859

100%

Miscellaneous

$45,029

4%

Independent contractors

$43,515

4%

Marketing

$13,402

1%

Personnel

$660,189

66%

$96,000

10%

$1,002,736

100%

Source: Open Works
expenditures are known and reported by Open
Works itself. A summary of the construction phase
expenditures used as inputs in the estimation
models is shown in Table 1. The total expenditure
is close to $11.5 million. The refitting of the building
and the addition of equipment and furnishings
underlies most of the cost, at an expenditure of $7.4
million. Soft costs, including architectural, legal, and
other setup costs, contributed $3.5 million to the
original budget.
Following completion of construction, the
operation and maintenance phase began. In each
year of operation, Open Works will have the
following direct economic effects:

••
••
••
••

Payments to employees
Purchases of goods and services such as
equipment, materials, and building services
Lease payments
Property and other tax payments

In addition to the activities conducted solely
by Open Works and its employees, there is a
host of revenue-generating activities conducted
by non-employee makers. The activities of these
makers include the production of goods and
services by designers, engineers, architects,
woodworkers, machinists, artists, apparel makers,
insurance brokers, photographers, and various
manufacturers of technical products. For confidentiality reasons, it is not possible to publish
the revenue details of the 81 significant makers.
However, in aggregate they produce just under an
estimated $4 million in revenues.
A summary of the Open Works annual
operating expenditures appears in Table 2. The
values in Table 2 do not include the $4 million in
revenue arising through maker activities. Despite
that exclusion, the total direct impact of the Open
Works entity alone is more than $1 million per year.
Approximately two-thirds of the budget arises as

OPERATING EXPENDITURES

Rent
Totals
Source: Open Works

payments to employees, which includes technicians,
instructors, support personnel, and office staff. Rent
payments and purchases of materials and supplies
are the next largest fractions of the budget at 10
percent and 8 percent, respectively.
The expenditures presented for the construction and operating phases above provide a baseline
for the immediate impact of Open Works on the
local and state economy, but the effects do not
end there. To assist in understanding the distinction
between the total, direct, indirect, and induced
effects, consider these examples. The hiring of
Maryland construction workers and the money
they are paid makes a direct effect on the Maryland
economy. When a delivery is made to the construction site and the trucker buys fuel, or a visitor to
Open Works buys lunch within Maryland, those
purchases create an indirect impact on Maryland
jobs, labor income, and output. Finally, the money
that was received through the direct and indirect
effects does not evaporate, but is spent repeatedly,
creating additional induced impacts. Adding
together all direct, indirect, and induced impacts
yields a total Maryland impact on jobs, labor income,
and economic output. The IMPLAN models base
estimates of these effects on the known spending
patterns of Maryland workers and businesses. More
complete explanations appear in Appendix B as
noted in an earlier footnote.
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Economic Contributions of Open
Works to the City of Baltimore and
the State of Maryland
To estimate the complete effects of the construction and operating phases of Open Works on
the economy, MIG IMPLAN models were used
to determine the effects on jobs, labor income,
economic output, and government revenues. To
estimate the effects of the construction project
and the subsequent operations phase on the state
as a whole and specifically on Baltimore, there are
four distinct analyses necessary for this report.
Estimates for Maryland and Baltimore City require
separate IMPLAN models. Note that the jobs and
labor income gained by Baltimoreans and any
output produced by Baltimore enterprises is a
subset of the effects taking place within Maryland.
Economic gains and jobs for workers and firms
within Maryland, but not residents of Baltimore,
will be excluded from the Baltimore estimates, just
as any effects outside the state will be excluded
from the Maryland results. We begin by separately
estimating the effects of the construction phase
and the operating phase on the State of Maryland.
The Baltimore City effects of the two phases
appear in sections following the discussion of the
impacts on the State of Maryland.

CONSTRUCTION PHASE ECONOMIC EFFECTS
OF OPEN WORKS ON MARYLAND
Table 3 summarizes the economic effects on
the State of Maryland. Although the construction
and setup phase of Open Works has passed, the
model shows that a construction and installation
project of this scale in Maryland directly provides
63 jobs to Maryland residents. Another 17 Maryland
jobs are provided indirectly from the construction
project, and 26 more are induced as a consequence
of the initial activities.
Although they are presented with some
caveats in terms of the appropriateness, each of
the average labor income per job values is shown
as a simple division of the estimated labor income
values by the corresponding projected number
of jobs.
From the state IMPLAN model estimates,
once the expenditures have cycled through the
economy of Maryland, the total effects of the
construction phase on employment and labor

income include 106 jobs and $6.2 million, respectively. The output measure of $18.9 million is the
dollar value of all the goods and services produced
by Maryland-based resources as a result of the
construction project. More specifically, the total
impact on output includes not only the value of the
acquisition, setup, and construction itself, but also
total output produced by property, plant, equipment, and labor in Maryland as a consequence of
the original construction expenditures.
The model estimates the total local and state
government fiscal impact from the construction
project. Total state and local taxes of $717,866 were
estimated by the State of Maryland model. Subsequent decomposition of the estimate shows that
local governments collected $299,164 of that total,
with $418,702 going to the state. Because taxes are
a consequence of not only the direct activities, but
also of any subsequent rounds of spending, the fiscal
consequences are larger than one might expect if
purely based on Open Works’ nonprofit status.

TABLE 3 IMPACT OF THE CONSTRUCTION PHASE ON AND WITHIN THE STATE OF MARYLAND
ITEM
Output
Employment ( # of jobs )
Labor Income
Labor Income/Job

DIRECT IMPACT

INDIRECT IMPACT

INDUCED IMPACT

TOTAL IMPACT

$11,794,643

$3,268,292

$3,809,988

$18,872,923

63.3

16.9

26.1

106.4

$3,769,492

$1,145,766

$1,300,905

$6,216,163

$59,550

$67,797

$49,843

$58,423

FISCAL IMPACT, comprising:
Estimated State Government Revenues

$418,702

Estimated Local Government Revenues

$299,164

Total State and Local Government Revenues

$717,866

Source: IMPLAN and author estimates
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TABLE 4 SECTORS IN MARYLAND WITH THE LARGEST CONSTRUCTION
PHASE GAINS IN EMPLOYMENT

TABLE 5 SECTORS IN MARYLAND WITH THE LARGEST CONSTRUCTION
PHASE GAINS IN LABOR INCOME

TABLE 6 SECTORS IN MARYLAND WITH THE LARGEST
CONSTRUCTION PHASE GAINS IN OUTPUT

DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION

EMPLOYMENT

LABOR INCOME

OUTPUT

EMPLOYMENT

LABOR INCOME

OUTPUT

62.9

$3,755,548

$11,697,027

62.9

$3,755,548

$11,697,027

Wholesale trade

3.5

$301,928

$853,229

Wholesale trade

3.5

$301,928

$853,229

Real estate

2.2

$78,831

$551,844

Architectural,
engineering, &
related services

1.5

$154,887

$274,595

Architectural,
engineering, &
related services

1.5

$154,887

$274,595

Hospitals

1.4

$104,044

$215,462

Full-service
restaurants

1.5

$37,595

$79,849

Offices of
physicians

0.8

$81,598

Limited-service
restaurants

1.4

$31,144

$131,604

Real estate

2.2

Hospitals

1.4

$104,044

$215,462

Truck
transportation

Truck
transportation

1.1

$60,045

$171,897

Employment
services

0.9

$41,638

$81,066

Offices of
physicians

0.8

Construction

Source: IMPLAN

$81,598

$119,804

EMPLOYMENT

LABOR INCOME

OUTPUT

62.9

$3,755,548

$11,697,027

Wholesale trade

3.5

$301,928

$853,229

Real estate

2.2

$78,831

$551,844

Owner-occupied
dwellings

0

$0

$536,892

Architectural,
engineering, &
related services

1.5

$154,887

$274,595

$119,804

$78,831

$551,844

Hospitals

1.4

$104,044

$215,462

1.1

$60,045

$171,897

Truck
transportation

1.1

$60,045

$171,897

Management
of companies &
enterprises

0.4

$52,116

$106,193

Ready-mix
concrete
manufacturing

0.4

$29,215

$162,865

Employment
services

0.9

$41,638

$81,066

Limited-service
restaurants

1.4

$31,144

$131,604

Management
consulting
services

0.5

$38,334

$59,749

Wireless telecom
carriers ( except
satellite )

0.1

$3,289

$130,723

Construction

Source: IMPLAN
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Source: IMPLAN

THE MARYLAND IMPLAN MODEL also reveals
the economic sectors that benefit the most from
the construction phase of Open Works. Table 4
shows the ten sectors with the largest increase in
jobs, and Table 5 shows those gaining the most
in labor income. These tables show total effects,
which includes all indirect and induced impacts.
The largest gains occur in the construction sector
which is, of course, unsurprising. In the setup
stage, a total of 63 construction sector jobs were
added statewide. The wholesale trade sector
added another 3.5 jobs, as did the combination of
the two restaurant sectors in the table.
Table 5 shows results that are ranked by total
labor income rather than the total number of jobs.
Construction leads, with nearly $3.8 million in labor
income. Wholesale trade follows with $301,928.
Architectural, engineering, and related services
see an additional $154,887 in labor income, and
hospitals gained $104,044.
The third measure of economic impact,
presented in Table 6, is output. In the present
case, output is the dollar value of all of the goods
and services produced as a result of the activity
infused into the Maryland economy by the
construction and setup of Open Works. As before,
the construction and wholesale trade sectors saw
the largest gains—$11.7 million and $0.9 million,
respectively. The real estate sector saw an addition
to output of $551,844. Owner-occupied dwellings
is a sector within the IMPLAN model that captures
the imputed income from owner-occupied housing,
which, as estimated by the model, experienced a
gain of $536,892 in output. The remaining sectors
on the top ten list each experienced additions of
less than $300,000.
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OPERATING PHASE ECONOMIC EFFECTS
OF OPEN WORKS ON MARYLAND
As described previously, estimates of the
impacts of the operating phase on the state are
generated separately from the construction phase,
using the IMPLAN model of the State of Maryland
economy. Although the scale of the economic
effects from the operating phase appear smaller
than that of the construction phase, these annual
effects repeat throughout the operational life of
Open Works, so in the end, these recurring effects
are far more significant. The tables that follow
display the annual impacts of the operational phase
as estimated using the Maryland IMPLAN model. A
summary of the estimated effects on the Maryland
economy appears in Table 7.
The direct employment impact is estimated
to be approximately 108 jobs. Open Works reports
that it carries 32 of those jobs itself, with the
remainder explained by maker activities. As the
effects of Open Works related activities cycle
through the economy, this number grows to a total

of 138 jobs, accompanied by an addition of more
than $4.5 million to total labor income each year.
Total economic output gains were $9.9 million,
which, again, repeats year after year.
Caution in interpreting the entries of average
labor income per job is advised, especially when
it is applied to a smaller number of jobs. A minor
change in the estimate of one or two more jobs
could significantly change the average, for example,
with all else being equal. Similarly, the inclusion of
one or two professionals’ salaries in the total would
push the average above the more representative
salary of a technician or operator.
The annual fiscal effects on the state
are smaller in the operational phase than the
short run benefit we found in the construction
phase, producing revenues of $460,020 per
year. This is divided between the state and
local governments as $270,687 and $189,333,
respectively. It is to be emphasized that these
are annually recurring, not just a one year boost
as was the case during construction.

TABLE 8 MARYLAND SECTORS WITH THE LARGEST OPERATING
PHASE GAINS IN EMPLOYMENT

TABLE 9 MARYLAND SECTORS WITH THE LARGEST OPERATING
PHASE GAINS IN LABOR INCOME

DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION

EMPLOYMENT

LABOR INCOME

OUTPUT

EMPLOYMENT

LABOR INCOME

OUTPUT

Other
educational
services

38.7

$1,120,362

$1,324,518

Other
educational
services

38.7

$1,120,362

$1,324,518

Woodworking,
furniture, &
millwork

16.0

$251,942

$1,032,978

Architectural,
engineering, &
related services

10.5

$762,115

$1,085,368

Apparel

12.0

$22,619

$166,565

16.0

$251,942

$1,032,978

$762,115

$1,085,368

Woodworking,
furniture, &
millwork

Architectural,
engineering, &
related services

10.5

Landscape &
horticultural
services

5.2

$190,848

$344,979

Landscape &
related services

5.2

$190,848

$344,979

Independent
artists, writers,
& performers

4.4

$62,080

$123,873

Insurance
agencies,
brokerages,
& related

1.6

$110,704

$325,500

Ornamental &
architectural
metal work

4.0

$63,527

$182,351

Photographic
services

3.1

$101,435

$155,803

Wholesale trade

1.0

$89,592

$252,630

Hospitals

1.0

$77,659

$160,142

Source: IMPLAN

Source: IMPLAN

TABLE 7 IMPACT OF THE OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE PHASE OF OPEN WORKS ON THE STATE OF MARYLAND
ITEM
Output
Employment ( # of jobs )
Labor Income
Labor Income/Job

DIRECT IMPACT

INDIRECT IMPACT

INDUCED IMPACT

TOTAL IMPACT

$5,308,939

$1,784,711

$2,820,771

$9,914,421

107.7

11.2

19.2

138.1

$2,864,449

$694,149

$963,627

$4,522,225

$26,597

$61,978

$50,189

$32,746

FISCAL IMPACT, comprising:
Estimated State Government Revenues

$270,687

Estimated Local Government Revenues

$189,333

Total State and Local Government Revenues

$460,020

Source: IMPLAN and author estimates

AS WITH THE CONSTRUCTION phase estimates,
we can also determine which sectors of the
economy will see the largest gains in jobs, labor
income, and output. Table 8 outlines the sectors
with the largest gains as measured by employment. The largest job gain is in the sector “other
educational services,” with 39 jobs and more than
$1.1 million in labor income. This sector captures
the trainers and instructors at Open Works
charged with ensuring that equipment and tools
are properly and safely used, as well as makers
offering training and other educational services.
Next in line, IMPLAN predicts a gain of 16 jobs in
the woodworking sector, accompanied by a total
labor income gain of $251,942. Apparel gains 12
jobs and $22,619 in labor income. The architectural
sector gains 10.5 jobs and labor income of $762,115.
The landscape and related services sector gains 5.2
jobs and labor income of $190,848. Some sectors
that are worthy of being on this performance list

were omitted due to confidentiality concerns, but the
remaining sectors making the list show job gains of
4.4 or fewer and smaller labor income additions.3
When ranked by labor income, shown in Table
9, the leading gain arises in the educational services
sector at $1.1 million. The architectural and engineering sector falls next in line with labor income
of $762,115. The woodworking, landscape, and
insurance sectors show much smaller contributions,
at $251,942 in labor income, $190,848, and $110,704,
respectively. As with some of the previous tables,
some sectors with substantial economic impact
were either combined with other sectors or entirely
omitted to ensure confidential information was not
unintentionally disclosed. The photographic sector
in Maryland gains labor income of $101,435. The
remaining two sectors in the list—wholesale trade
and hospitals—had labor income impacts of $89,592
and $77,659, respectively.

3Due to confidentiality concerns, some sectors were combined, or entirely omitted from the sectoral ranking tables.
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TABLE 10 RANKS THE SECTORS by output. Once
more, the educational sector leads with additional
output of $1.3 million each year, while the architectural and engineering sector gains $1.1 million in
output. The woodworking and real estate sectors
add $1.0 million and $504,600, respectively, to
Maryland’s annual output. The sector “owner-occupied dwellings” represents the imputed income
generated from owner-occupied housing. This
sector adds $393,697 per year to output. Other
sectors making the list include the landscape
services and insurance sectors, contributing
$344,979 and $325,500 in estimated annual
output to the Maryland economy.
The additions to Maryland’s economy from
the construction project, and the annual additions
to output and labor income provided by Open
Works and the makers operating within it are
substantial. The major effects are seen primarily in
educational services, the professions of architecture
and engineering, and from those working in various
woodworking enterprises. In the next sections of the
report, the focus turns to evaluating the economic
impact of Open Works on the City of Baltimore.

TABLE 10 MARYLAND SECTORS WITH THE LARGEST OPERATING
PHASE GAINS IN OUTPUT
DESCRIPTION

EMPLOYMENT

LABOR INCOME

OUTPUT

Other
educational
services

38.7

$1,120,362

$1,324,518

Architectural,
engineering, &
related services

10.5

$762,115

$1,085,368

Woodworking,
furniture, &
millwork

16.0

$251,942

$1,032,978

Real estate

2.0

$71,931

$504,600

Owner-occupied
dwellings

0.0

$0

$393,697

Landscape &
horticultural
services

5.2

Insurance
agencies,
brokerages, &
related

1.6

$190,848

$110,704

$344,979

$325,500

Source: IMPLAN

TABLE 11 IMPACT OF THE CONSTRUCTION PHASE ON BALTIMORE CITY
ITEM
Output
Employment ( # of jobs )
Labor Income
Labor Income/Job

DIRECT IMPACT

INDIRECT IMPACT

INDUCED IMPACT

TOTAL IMPACT

$11,683,296

$1,999,084

$1,988,199

$15,670,580

61.2

10.5

13.3

85.0

$3,874,855

$759,247

$732,165

$5,366,267

$63,315

$72,309

$55,050

$63,133

THE CONSTRUCTION PHASE EFFECTS OF OPEN
WORKS ON BALTIMORE CITY
From an IMPLAN model of Baltimore City, we
constructed estimates of the economic impacts of
the construction phase and the operating phase
of Open Works, just as we did at the state level. As
shown in Table 11, the model estimates that the
direct effect of the construction project on Baltimore employment was 61 jobs, which grew to a total
of 85 jobs after including the indirect and induced
effects of construction and setup expenditures. In
total, labor income increased by $5.4 million and
economic output grew by $15.7 million within the
city. Average labor income is presented—once more
with some cautionary caveats—but represents the
outcome of simply dividing the labor income by the
number of jobs within each column. Note that within
IMPLAN, labor income includes the dollar amount of
salaries plus all employer paid benefits.
In Table 12, the ten industrial sectors that will
see the largest increases in Baltimore employment
are shown. The first four nearly replicate the results
from the Maryland model, with the construction,
wholesale trade, architectural services, and real
estate sectors seeing only one minor change in
ranking. Construction sees the lion’s share of the
increase with 61 jobs, followed by wholesale trade
with the addition of two jobs. The architectural and
real estate sectors gain less than two jobs each. If
we combine the results from the two restaurant
sectors, the impact is 1.5 jobs. The other sectors
making the list see the addition of less than one job
each. It is important to recall that all these ranking
tables are showing total impacts on Baltimore, so
they display the sum of the direct, indirect, and
induced impacts on the city’s economy in terms of
jobs, labor income, and economic output just as was
previously shown for the state.

TABLE 12 BALTIMORE CITY SECTORS WITH THE LARGEST
CONSTRUCTION PHASE EFFECTS ON EMPLOYMENT
DESCRIPTION

EMPLOYMENT

LABOR INCOME

OUTPUT

60.9

$3,867,299

$11,586,491

Wholesale trade

1.7

$148,163

$423,387

Architectural,
engineering, &
related services

1.4

$148,636

$256,128

Real estate

1.4

$32,518

$416,582

Hospitals

1.1

$89,548

$183,802

Employment
services

0.9

$32,086

$65,977

Full-service
restaurants

0.8

$24,030

$47,217

Limited-service
restaurants

0.7

$17,863

$70,196

Truck
transportation

0.6

$41,771

$105,876

Offices of
physicians

0.5

$56,156

$79,108

Construction

Source: IMPLAN

Source: IMPLAN
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TABLE 13 BALTIMORE SECTORS WITH THE LARGEST CONSTRUCTION
PHASE EFFECTS ON LABOR INCOME

TABLE 14 BALTIMORE CITY SECTORS WITH THE LARGEST
CONSTRUCTION PHASE EFFECTS ON OUTPUT

DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION

EMPLOYMENT

LABOR INCOME

OUTPUT

60.9

$3,867,299

$11,586,491

Architectural,
engineering, &
related services

1.4

$148,636

$256,128

Wholesale trade

1.7

$148,163

$423,387

Hospitals

1.1

$89,548

$183,802

Offices of
physicians

0.5

$56,156

$79,108

Truck
transportation

0.6

$41,771

$105,876

Legal services

0.3

$40,756

$84,021

Other financial
investment
activities

0.2

$38,560

$65,814

Monetary
authorities
& dep. credit
intermediation

0.3

$37,828

$95,024

Real estate

1.4

Construction

Source: IMPLAN

$32,518

$416,582

EMPLOYMENT

LABOR INCOME

OUTPUT

60.9

$3,867,299

$11,586,491

Wholesale trade

1.7

$148,163

$423,387

Real estate

1.4

$32,518

$416,582

Owner-occupied
dwellings

0.0

$0

$287,414

Architectural,
engineering, &
related services

1.4

$148,636

$256,128

Hospitals

1.1

$89,548

$183,802

Truck
transportation

0.6

$41,771

$105,876

Commercial
& industrial
machinery &
equipment

0.2

$19,064

$96,789

Monetary
authorities
& dep. credit
intermediation

0.3

$37,828

$95,024

Legal services

0.3

$40,756

$84,021

Construction

Source: IMPLAN
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TABLE 13 RANKS the gaining sectors by labor
income. The top gain is seen in the construction
sector, with a labor income of $3.9 million while
the architectural and wholesale trade sectors gain
$148,636 and $148,163, respectively, in total labor
income. Hospitals and physician offices gained
total labor income benefits of $89,548 and $56,156,
respectively. Trucking, legal services, and the
financial sectors each gained labor income in the
range of $38,000 to $42,000, while real estate
workers gained $32,582.
Ranking the sectors by output in Table 14,
the dollar value of the construction sector activity
resulting from the construction and setup phase
added $11.6 million in total output. The value
going to the wholesale trade sector adds another
$423,387. The third spot is claimed by the real
estate sector, which added $416,582. Next is the
special sector in IMPLAN, owner-occupied dwellings, intended to value the revenues that would
otherwise be paid as rent—in this case, $287,414.
The architectural, engineering, and related services
sector follows with an addition of $256,128 in
total output. The remaining sectors in the list
experienced output gains between $84,000 and
$184,000 each.
With the analyses of the construction and
setup phase impacts completed, in the next
section we turn to the task of analyzing the effects
on the City of Baltimore from the operating and
maintenance phase. The notable features of this
next phase include that the additional Baltimore
based jobs are permanent, not temporary, and any
additional revenues recur year after year.
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OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE PHASE
EFFECTS OF OPEN WORKS ON BALTIMORE
After the completion of the construction and
setup phase, Open Works continues to contribute
to the Baltimore economy. Table 15 summarizes the
impact of the operating effects on the city. These
are annual figures, which continue over the life
of the project, as stated previously. The IMPLAN
model estimates show that Open Works and its
makers directly add: 96 jobs; labor income of
$2.9 million; and output of $5.2 million within the
Baltimore City economy. Once all of the indirect
and induced effects are added in, these figures
increase to totals of 114 jobs, with a corresponding
$4.0 million in labor income and $8.0 million in
economic output. Because the Baltimore economy
is a subset of the state economy, these numbers are
slightly smaller than the Maryland model results for
obvious reasons.
From the perspective of Baltimore residents,
the benefits are most likely best measured by the
number of jobs and the labor income attributable
to Open Works, but the total output of $8.0 million
provides an indicator of the scale of the overall
contribution to the city. This table provides a clear
demonstration of how the effects of an initial
addition to the economy, such as that provided by
the 96 jobs and $2.9 million in labor income that
is directly provided via the Open Works operation,
ultimately grows into much larger total impacts
as the spending works its way through successive
rounds of purchases and related job additions.

As can be seen in Table 16, the largest
sectoral benefits in terms of total jobs arise in the
education sector, with 38.5 jobs projected. In the
second spot, the woodworking sector yields a total
of 16 additional jobs while the architectural and
engineering sector adds 10.4 Baltimore jobs. The
apparel sector adds a total of six City of Baltimore
jobs, and the remaining sectors on the list add
three or four permanent jobs each.
Ranked by labor income, as shown in Table
17, we find the same top three sectors as in the
Table 16 results. The education sector gains $1.1
million in labor income. Architectural and engineering workers gain $758,044 in income and the
woodworking, furniture, and millwork sector adds
$251,636, reversing the order seen in the previous
table. Landscape and related services contribute
$214,683 to labor income, and the photographic
services sector adds $101,234. The insurance sector
gains $98,672 in additional labor income. Although
the job gain in the hospital sector is small, the gain
in labor income places this sector on the chart with
$65,320 in labor income added to the Baltimore
City economy. Independent artists add $64,217 in
labor income—almost the same as the hospital
sector—and four jobs. It is noted that some other
sectors with larger contributions were omitted
from the list due to confidentiality concerns.

TABLE 16 BALTIMORE CITY SECTORS WITH THE LARGEST
OPERATING PHASE IMPACTS ON EMPLOYMENT
DESCRIPTION

TABLE 17 BALTIMORE CITY SECTORS WITH THE LARGEST
OPERATING PHASE IMPACTS ON LABOR INCOME

EMPLOYMENT

LABOR INCOME

OUTPUT

Other
educational
services

38.5

$1,116,819

$1,317,526

Woodworking,
furniture, &
millwork

16.0

$251,636

Architectural,
engineering, &
related

10.4

Apparel

EMPLOYMENT

LABOR INCOME

OUTPUT

Other
educational
services

38.5

$1,116,819

$1,317,526

$1,032,047

Architectural,
engineering, &
related

10.4

$758,044

$1,075,946

$758,044

$1,075,946

Woodworking,
furniture, &
millwork

16.0

$251,636

$1,032,047

6.0

$6,717

$65,179

Landscape &
related services

4.1

$214,683

$329,775

Independent
artists, writers,
& performers

4.1

$64,217

$121,771

Photographic
services

3.0

$101,234

$154,607

Landscape &
related services

4.1

$214,683

$329,775

1.2

$98,672

$262,892

Ornamental &
architectural
metal

4.0

$63,391

$181,964

Insurance
agencies,
brokerages,
& related
Hospitals

0.8

$65,320

$132,942

Photographic
services

3.0

Independent
artists, writers,
& performers

4.1

$64,217

$121,771

Source: IMPLAN

$101,234

$154,607

DESCRIPTION

Source: IMPLAN

TABLE 15 IMPACT OF THE OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE PHASE OF OPEN WORKS ON BALTIMORE CITY
ITEM
Output
Employment ( # of jobs )
Labor Income
Labor Income/Job

DIRECT IMPACT

INDIRECT IMPACT

INDUCED IMPACT

TOTAL IMPACT

$5,189,637

$1,389,910

$1,442,255

$8,021,802

96.4

8.4

9.5

114.3

$2,898,330

$569,217

$531,537

$3,999,085

$30,066

$67,764

$55,951

$34,988

Source: IMPLAN
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Figure 1 BALTIMORE CITY AND STATE OF
MARYLAND OUTPUT AND LABOR INCOME
IMPACTS ( $ MILLIONS )

Maryland

Figure 2 BALTIMORE CITY AND STATE OF
MARYLAND CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATING
PHASE JOB IMPACTS

Maryland

Baltimore

$138

$18.87

120

$15.67

$15.0

OUTPUT ( CONSTRUCTION )

$4

$4.5

$5.0

$5.37

$6.22

$8

$9.9

$10.0

$0

OUTPUT ( OPERATIONS )

TABLE 18 BALTIMORE CITY SECTORS WITH THE LARGEST
OPERATING PHASE IMPACTS ON OUTPUT
DESCRIPTION

EMPLOYMENT

LABOR INCOME

OUTPUT

Other
educational
services

38.5

$1,116,819

$1,317,526

Architectural,
engineering, &
related

10.4

$758,044

$1,075,946

Woodworking,
furniture, &
millwork

16.0

$251,636

$1,032,047

Real estate

1.3

$31,293

$402,573

Landscape &
horticultural
services

4.1

$214,683

$329,775

Insurance
agencies,
brokerages,
& related

1.2

$98,672

$262,892

Owner-occupied
dwellings

0.0

$0

$206,588

Source: IMPLAN
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FROM THE IMPLAN MODEL, we also obtain estimates of the additional economic output, or value
of all the additional goods and services produced
in the Baltimore economy as a consequence
of Open Works activities, including the makers
operating through the site. Table 18 lists the
sectors of the Baltimore economy experiencing
the largest gains in total annual output as a result
of Open Works related operations. Once more,
the educational sector leads with $1.3 million
in additional output. The architectural sector
and the woodworking sector add $1.1 million
and $1.0 million, respectively, to total economic
output. Real estate falls next in line with $402,573.
Landscape and related services add $329,775,
followed by the insurance sector, which gains
$262,892 in annual output. The imputed income
from owner-occupied housing adds $206,588
in economic output per year, which completes
the list of sectors with the largest impacts on
Baltimore City’s economy. Some sectors were
combined, and others entirely omitted so as not
to unintentionally reveal individual makers or their
financial information.
From the analyses, we can see that
most of the economic impact of Open Works
occurs among Baltimore based individuals and
businesses. This demonstrates that most of
the resources required for Open Works based
businesses are to be found within the city itself.
In other words, if the intention is to bootstrap
Baltimore’s economy, Open Works businesses are
a good fit in terms of increasing the utilization of
local workers and other resources.
The next section summarizes the key results
of the analyses of the two phases of the Open
Works project in terms of impacts via jobs, labor
income, and economic output on the economies
of Baltimore and Maryland.

Summary of Economic Impacts
of Open Works
Overall, a picture has emerged showing that the
total impacts on jobs, labor income, and economic
output generated by, and as a consequence of,
Open Works construction and subsequent operations are reasonably large:

••
••
••
••

Construction ( Maryland ): 106 jobs; $6.2 million
in labor income and $18.9 million in output
Construction ( Baltimore ): 85 jobs; $5.4 million
in labor income and $15.7 million in output
Operations ( Maryland ): 138 jobs; $4.5 million in
labor income and $9.9 million in output
Operations ( Baltimore ): 114 jobs; $4.0 million
in labor income and $8.0 million in output

The analyses show that the state and city
level impacts are relatively close in scale. Although
the fiscal impacts are more modest, the total effect
of Open Works related activities and any ripple
effects generate an estimated $270,687 per year for
the state and $189,333 per year for local governments—a total of $460,020 per year. This is in
addition to the estimated $717,866 ( $418,702 state
+ $299,164 local ) that arose from the construction
phase. We can also see from the analyses that the
types of jobs related to Open Works extend beyond
manufacturing and, in truth, educational activities
and professional services are currently demonstrating the largest impacts on all measures.
In order to more readily visualize the impacts
of Open Works on the state and city, Figure 1 shows
the labor income and economic output effects that
were discussed separately in the Maryland and
Baltimore sections above. Although the output
generated in the construction phase is almost twice
that of the operating phase, the operating phase
output will occur every year. The labor income from
the construction phase is not much larger than it is
for the operating and maintenance activities, but
those activities are recurring year after year.
Figure 2 shows the same side by side
comparison for the job gains. The figures show
that in the construction phase, the impacts on
the state are larger than those on the city, but are
not substantially different. This is not surprising

90

$85

$106
$85

60
30
0

CONSTRUCTION
PHASE JOBS

OPERATIONS
PHASE JOBS

given that the city contains a major share of the
resources needed for both the construction and
operation phases, without drawing heavily from
beyond its boundaries. As pointed out earlier, this
indicates a good fit if the intention is that the city
should be bootstrapping its own industries and
developing its own human and other resources.
It is also encouraging to see enterprises
becoming too successful to remain at the Open
Works site. This is a desirable outcome since such
success produces even more jobs and income
while making an opening for the next success
story to begin life at Open Works. The number of
jobs during the construction phase is more than
fully matched in the operations phase although
the total labor income is slightly lower. It is also
the case that the nature of the jobs changes from
construction work to an array of manufacturing
and professional jobs.
In closing, we once again emphasize that
every possible effort has been made to ensure
that the estimates contained in this report are
conservative. First, there are known additional
activities associated with Open Works that were
not included in this study. For example, many
of the hobbyists using Open Works resources
occasionally sell what they produce, and many
people improved their skills and consequently
their earnings through the training they obtained
at Open Works. Neither of these impacts was
included in the impact estimates presented.
Secondly, there are businesses that were developed at Open Works that have since outgrown
the space and are now successfully operating as
standalone entities. Their large contributions to
the Baltimore and Maryland economies are also a
consequence of Open Works but are not included
in the impacts on jobs, employment, or output.
THE REPORT
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FIN DINGS

What Have We Learned?

THE FINDINGS OF THIS STUDY are organized
according to the original assessment questions:
1. How many jobs are supported by Open Works?
2. What is the demographic makeup of the jobs
supported by Open Works?
3. What kind of businesses are pursued at
Open Works?
4. What are the barriers faced by the businesses
located at Open Works?
5. How can Open Works help reduce or alleviate
barriers?
6. What are the characteristics of the workforce
sought by businesses based at Open Works?
7. What is the three-year outlook of Open Works?
and
8. What is the overall economic impact of Open
Works?
The following tables helps organize some of the
highlights of our findings.
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ASSESSMENT QUESTION

FINDINGS

IMPLICATIONS

How many jobs are supported by
Open Works?

• The direct employment impact is a total of 138 jobs for MD, accompanied by

The results demonstrated by Open Works
are to be considered significant and worthy
of increasing public and private partnership
and investment.

What is the demographic makeup of the
jobs supported by Open Works?

The top sectors in MD with the largest impacts on employment resulting from
Open Works activities in descending order are:
• Other educational services
• Woodworking, furniture, & millwork
• Apparel
• Architectural, engineering, & related services
• Landscape & related services
• Independent artists, writers, & performers
• Ornamental & architectural metal work
The top sectors in Baltimore City with the largest impacts on employment, labor,
and output resulting from Open Works activities in descending order are:
• Other educational services
• Woodworking, furniture, & millwork
• Architectural, engineering, & related
• Apparel
• Independent artists, writers, & performers
• Landscape & related services
• Ornamental & architectural metal
• Photographic services
The staff and board of directors is majority-people of color. The staff, managers,
users, and board of directors are also majority-female.

The educational, furniture manufacturing,
apparel industry, woodworking, and architectural fields represent significant opportunities
for Open Works. Contract services and other
revenue innovations may provide opportunities
to explore future avenues for success.

What kind of businesses are pursued at
Open Works?

• Nineteen percent ( 19% ) produce some form of apparel, clothing, and/or

The kinds of businesses pursued at Open Works
are consistent with many makerspaces across
the nation. However, some of the unique
characteristics of Open Works, such as diversity,
may provide opportunities to explore different
types of businesses that appeal to the wide
range of cultures and stakeholders reflected in
Open Works’ client base.

What barriers are faced by the businesses
located at Open Works?

• Restrictive hours
• Cost
• Space availability
• Access to equipment
• Closing of shops for classes ( 27% )
• Finding staff to answer questions ( 23.8% )
• Cost of services ( 20% )
• Inability to secure machine reservations ( 18.8% )
• Safety class requirement ( 17.5% )
• Location ( 11.3% )
• Navigating the membership software ( 8.8% )
• New membership onboarding process ( 5% )
• “Other” is a large category in the identification of frustrations, with 45% of

an addition of more than $4.5 million to total labor income each year during
the current operational phase.
• The direct employment impact is a total of 114 jobs for Baltimore City, accompanied
by an addition of more than $4 million to total labor income each year during the
current operational phase.

fashion accessory. Twenty-two percent ( 22% ) produce items involving wood
and furnishings. Eleven-and-a-half percent ( 11.5% ) of members self-describe
themselves as producers of art, ceramics, or sculpturing. Seven-and-a-half
percent ( 7.5% ) are technology related.
• Art practitioners ( 36.3% ), do-it-yourselfers ( 40% ), small manufacturing businesses
( 37.5% ), hobbyists ( 26.3% ), collaboration and community organizations ( 30% ),
small service businesses ( 25% ), social impact nonprofit organizations at ( 7.5% ) and
other ( 10.4% ).

There is a need for systematic, strategic
monitoring and management of perceived
barriers to success. This becomes increasingly
critical as Open Works continues to grow
( see “Conclusion and Recommendations” ).

respondents mentioning a frustration that was only expressed once.
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ASSESSMENT QUESTION

FINDINGS

IMPLICATIONS

How can Open Works help reduce or
alleviate barriers?

The most valuable characteristics of Open Works as identified by members are:
• Tools and facilities ( 63.7% )
• Community of creative makers ( 58.8% )
• Classes and training ( 43.8% )
• Staff ( 40% )
• Mission ( 30% )
• Supportive culture/atmosphere ( 26.3% )
• Cost of services ( 17.5% )
• Location ( 15% )
• Informal advice/help from others ( 13.8% )
• Events and activities ( 8.8% )
• Coffee shop ( 7.5% )
• Child-friendly environment ( 5% )
The most valued characteristics of Open Works relate to the creative homogeneity of
members and the availability of resources to assist in expression of their creativity.
Note: Answers tended to mirror perceived barriers. However, these represent the most
valued characteristics of Open Works.

Focus on accentuating what is valued
by Open Works constituents. This
provides an appreciative approach to
alleviating barriers and helps avoid the
pitfall of “chasing problems.”

What are the characteristics of the workforce
sought by businesses based at Open Works?

There following are skills identified as necessary to be successful at Open Works:
• General machine competencies 68%
• Woodworking 60%
• Sewing 39%
• Design 36%
• Computer software or hardware 32%
• Laser cutting 29%
• Safety 25 %
• 3D printing 25%
• Digital fabrication 21%
• CNC routing 21%
• Metalworking 18%
• Graphics editing software 18%
• AutoCAD 14%
• 3D modeling software 11%
• Embroidery 11%
• Leatherworking 7%
• Carpentry 4%
• Coding 4%
• Electronics 4%
• Engineering 4%
• Financing 4%
• Music 4%
• Painting 4%
• Project management 4%
• Sound mixing 4%

The skills required to be successful at Open
Works are not only valuable for building a
potential workforce for Open Works businesses.
The combination of skills required for making
and entrepreneurship are increasingly in
demand in the workforce. The importance of
community expressed by Open Works staff,
members, and businesses suggest that soft
skills are as important as technical skills.

What is the three-year outlook of Open Works?

The three-year projection for Open Works is excellent considering the current rate of
growth and progress. Special attention must be given to managing the growth and
taking strategic action as described in the “Recommendations” section of this report.

Success is dependent on implementing growth
management practices. This will help avoid an
early plateau and eventual decline.

What is the overall economic impact of
Open Works?

• Construction ( Maryland ):

• Potential for replication and expansion

106 jobs; $6.2 million in labor income and $18.9 million in output
• Construction ( Baltimore ):
85 jobs; $5.4 million in labor income and $15.7 million in output
• Operations ( Maryland ):
138 jobs; $4.5 million in labor income and $9.9 million in output
• Operations ( Baltimore ):
114 jobs; $4.0 million in labor income and $8.0 million in output
• Supports approximately 5% of all maker jobs in Baltimore
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of the Open Works model
• Job creation
• A great story to tell
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CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS

Open Works has made a
significant contribution to the
entrepreneurial landscape of
Baltimore and vicinity.
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ts impact is also experienced beyond the
region as they emerge as a national pacesetter
in the maker movement. The organization
exhibits a blend of mission, vision, leadership,
and strategic implementation that places it
on a trajectory to influence small and medium-scale
manufacturing for future decades and beyond.
The relative newness of the accelerating
making movement makes it evident that further
study and inquiry is necessary. The analysis of Open
Works and the national movement make it clear that
collaborative efforts from all stakeholders will be
required to codify, interpret, and develop guiding
principles and practices that will be of maximum
benefit to makers and facilitate the emergence of
spaces that are conducive to growth. Of course,
it will be beneficial to pursue such goals with the
understanding that context matters. There is no “one
size fits all” approach that will guarantee desired
results when executing the mission of making tools
available to as many people as possible. However,
the need and value of effective and efficient models
of development and operation are clear.
The following recommendations are not
offered as exhaustive, definitive solutions to existing
concerns or guarantees to future success. They are
suggestions based on strategic analysis during a
defined period. We recommend that Open Works:

ASSERTIVELY LEVERAGE THE LANES OF
NATIONAL LEADERSHIP THROUGH SOCIAL
AND ECONOMIC IMPACT STORIES
Open Works is undeniably a unique space
when comparing to makerspaces across the nation.
This is true in terms of size, services, equipment,
partnerships, and other metrics. The phenomenal
growth and apparent trajectory of success makes
Open Works an attractive model that others will
find value in studying and replicating. While there
are many maker communities across the nation
and the movement has inspired governmental
engagement as high as the federal level, only a few
examples of demonstrated social and economic
impact exist.
Strategically demonstrating social and
economic impact utilizing models such as that
offered by Reijo Miettinen of the University of
Helsinki and his colleagues, who developed a
framework for qualitative analysis based on various
dimensions of societal impact, there is an equal
opportunity to contribute to the national movement
by developing models that will assist in analyzing
the economic impact of those who engage in maker
activities in makerspaces but are not employees of
the entity. The challenges of assessing social and
economic impact are common to all makerspace
facilities and will become more challenging as the
industry grows and more people participate in
the “gig economy.” Improving assessment will help
makerspaces strategically manage their growth,
communicate impact to all stakeholders, and make
a valuable contribution to the national and international movement.
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STRATEGIC GOALS, DATA DESIGN, AND
ASSESSMENT
It is evident that Open Works is a start-up
enterprise experiencing all the challenges of a
new venture. While Open Works is structured as
a nonprofit, the needs to raise funds, market, hire,
provide quality service, and maintain equipment,
as well as other demands, are very much a part
of routine operations. The enterprise will need
to move toward standardization of systems as it
progresses along its growth curve. While a comprehensive analysis of Open Works is reflected in this
study, there is still a need to use the outcomes
to develop a comprehensive strategic plan that
includes a clear delineation of success measures
with an integrated method of collecting real-time
data for use in a defined assessment strategy.
This is beyond the scope of this project, but
the study certainly provides enough insight to
begin the process of development. The themes of
community, space, access, and cost that emerged
in the barrier analysis portion of the study may be
used as a starting point with a goal of having a
comprehensive strategy within a six to nine-month
timeframe. As with many startup enterprises,
the level of responsibility and focused attention
required to develop strategy may fall on a few
people who are already stretched by the demands
of their work. However, the growth and continued
success is partially dependent on the enterprise’s
continued access, interpretation, and adjustments
made based on data. The efforts to collect,
maintain, and leverage data to this point have been
admirable. The success experienced by Open Works
is now demanding progress toward a more robust,
systematic data strategy.
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SWEAT THE SMALL STUFF
This report reveals frustrations and perceived
barriers to success within the membership and
among clientele that may be easily rectified and
qualify as “low hanging fruit.” While this list of
individual frustrations does not cluster to constitute
larger patterns, the large number of respondents
submitting singular frustrations suggests that there
may be opportunities for incremental improvement.
Many of the frustrations and barriers may have
been known and even acknowledged but now
represent an opportunity to begin addressing them
in a strategic and organized manner. Doing so will
not only shorten the length of the “issues list,” but
will add to the value of the report. The “Turning
Makerspaces into Greater Places” project demonstrated to members of the Open Works community
that the leadership cares enough to ask difficult
questions that may elicit uncomfortable feedback.
Asking the questions is a step toward strengthening
the existing theme of community. Acting to quickly
seize opportunities revealed by these findings and
demonstrating progress will deepen the value of
the report.
Addressing “low hanging fruit” and
demonstrating progress will also help establish
a foundation for the next round of research that
addresses the development of trust frameworks.
The importance of internal and external community relationships suggests that attention to the
relational elements of community must be a
priority. The pillars of trust, cultural intelligence, and
transparency are strengthened when community
members are assured that they are being heard
and their submissions have value. Stakeholders will
continue to protect what they help to build.

PROMOTE OPEN WORKS AS A SPACE AND PLACE
THAT IS “BUILDING BEYOND BARRIERS”
The commitment to diversity and inclusion
at Open Works is commendable in an industry that
has not historically had that distinction. As much
as the enterprise is dedicated to “making industrial
tools available to as many people as possible,” there
is an opportunity to make relational tools available
to as much of the industry as possible. Makerspaces
are places where people of many different backgrounds and experiences come to create and build.
This remains a fact regardless of the region and
its cultural history. Demographic profiles may be
as unique as individual fingerprints; however, the
need to build healthy community climates remains
essential, even if the dominant difference is merely
personality. Building beyond barriers is of course a
play on the traditional view of what building entails
but really means much more when considering the
ultimate success of Open Works and its contribution to the broader maker movement. The research
on trust frameworks will be a great place to start.

REVENUE INNOVATIONS
There is a prevalent reality that has a subtle
impact on Open Works and the sense of community necessary to continue its success—the reality
of the enterprise’s financial needs. This reality is
complicated because of the convergence of artistic
sensibilities, entrepreneurial instincts, and financial
demands. The perception of, and even tolerance for,
financial considerations may depend on where the
maker falls along the continuum of market versus
maker driven motives. This was observed during
the study when interviewers encountered makers
who made statements like, “I just want to practice
my art,” “I wish it were free for everybody,” or “I
hate dealing with that stuff” ( i.e., financial matters ).
Having demonstrated revenue growth and
witnessed the closing of maker facilities that were
unable to financially justify continuation, we recommend that Open Works place revenue innovation
within its strategic priorities. This may sound like
an obvious statement about activity that is already
underway. However, innovation differs from merely
increasing revenue through process improvement
or enhancing what is already being done. Being a
leader in revenue innovation means always having
a percentage of revenue building activity from that
which has not been done before at Open Works, or
perhaps anywhere in the makerspace sphere. This is
an ongoing process of finding the place of equilibrium or the “sweet spot” along the social enterprise
continuum. It requires a continuous examination
of identity and what Open Works is becoming that
will be facilitated by the infusion of data emerging
from the earlier recommendation about strategy,
data design, and assessment. Information is the
lifeblood of innovation and enables the enterprise
to navigate growth.
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SCALE, SCALE, SCALE
The talented executive director has built and
surrounded himself with a talented staff. However,
he represents a single point of failure model that
could be detrimental to ongoing success, especially in the startup phase of the business. There
are many models that may lend some insight into
how to scale Open Works and navigate its growth
curve. Larry E. Greiner’s 1998 Harvard Business
Review article, “Evolution and Revolution as
Organizations Grow,” comes to mind. However, his
six principles of: “1. Growth Through Creativity;
2. Growth Through Direction; 3. Growth Through
Delegation; 4. Growth Through Coordination and
Monitoring; 5. Growth Through Collaboration; and
6. Growth Through Extra-Organizational Solutions” must be applied in context of Open Works’
mission, culture, and structure.
There is an inevitable leadership crisis once
startups grow, and the need for more formal
communication is needed. While founders may
be able to adjust their style, it often requires the
infusion of new people. Another crisis point is
encountered as leadership becomes distanced
from frontline activity. There is too much
complexity in this stage to stay informed, and
autonomy becomes a difficult scheme to maintain.
As midlevel managers emerge, they struggle with
their role as mediators, and this has the potential
of eroding trust and the sense of community vital
to the successful evolution of a makerspace. The
growing bureaucracy and “red tape” also become
problematic, and cultural tensions between
creativity and structure begin to occur. There is
also a point in the traditional growth cycle when
further growth is difficult without collaboration
with similar entities. Open Works will have to
develop homogeneous and heterogeneous
models of collaboration. ( e.g., collaboration with
academic institutions versus other makerspaces ).
The question of whether the organization envisions ever growing through mergers, outsourcings,
networks, and other solutions involving other
companies must also be answered. Considerations
concerning growth should be included as part of
developing a strategic direction, as mentioned in
an earlier recommendation.
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LEVERAGE THE IMPACT OPEN WORKS IS
MAKING IN SECTORS WHERE IMPACT IS
GREATEST
This recommendation may seem counterintuitive because sectors where Open Works is
making the greatest impact may not appear to
directly align with the area where the greatest
revenue is being realized. However, it’s only when
the area of impact is integrated with the functional area demonstrating the greatest revenue
potential that possible strategies for leveraging
the two begin to materialize. For example,
examining the Open Works revenue sources
reveals the contributions to the bottom line are
45% contributed revenue, 28% memberships,
13% contract services, 9.5% education, and 4%
rentals. The economic impact results reveal that
the education sector consistently experiences
the greatest economic impact from activities at
Open Works. As a result, the education sector
and all related entities are worthy of exploration
regarding the fulfillment of Open Works’ mission
and vision.
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Appendixes
A

B

BARRIER ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY

DATA MAPPING
ASSESSMENT QUESTION

DATA SOURCE

DATA COLLECTION METHODOLOGY

How many jobs are supported by Open Works?

• Open Works Business Owners
• Open Works Employment Records

• Interview
• Questionnaire
• Document Review

What is the demographic makeup of the jobs
supported by Open Works?

• Open Works Business Owners
• Open Works Employment Records

• Interview
• Questionnaire
• Document Review

What kind of businesses are pursued at Open Works?

• Open Works Business Owners
• Hobbyists, DIYers, Seniors, Aspiring Ingepreneurs
• Workshop Observations

• Interview
• Questionnaire
• Document Review

What barriers are faced by the businesses located
at Open Works?

• Open Works Business Owners
• Hobbyists, DIYers, Seniors, Aspiring Ingepreneurs
• Workshop Observations

• Interview
• Questionnaire
• Observation
• Workshop Evaluation

How can Open Works help reduce or
alleviate barriers?

• Open Works Business Owners
• Hobbyists, DIYers, Seniors, Aspiring Ingepreneurs
• Workshop Observations

• Interview
• Questionnaire
• Observation
• Workshop Evaluation

What are the characteristics of the workforce
sought by businesses based at Open Works?

• Open Works Business Owners

Interview Questionnaire

What is the three-year outlook of Open Works?

• Open Works Business Owners
• Hobbyists, DIYers, Seniors, Aspiring Ingepreneurs

Interview Questionnaire

What is the overall economic impact of Open Works?

• Open Works Pro Forma Income Statement
• Open Works Construction Expenditure information
• Open Works Projected Expenditures
• Open Works Local Procurement Percentage

Econometric analysis via an IMPLAN input-output
model using data at the state and city level

Ingepreneurship — an activity involving “a person who engages in entrepreneurial activity with an
emphasis on the innovative aspects of enterprise development while infusing creativity into every
phase of the entrepreneurial, business development process. Ingepreneurs demonstrate a concern
for influencing the socioeconomic trajectory of members of a select geographic or demographic
community” ( Williams R. C., 2017 ).

METHODOLOGY AND TERMS

This analysis of the economic contributions
of Open Works on the Maryland and Baltimore
economies was prepared using the IMPLAN
input-output models for the State of Maryland
and the City of Baltimore. IMPLAN is one of the
most widely used models in the nation and can
be used to analyze the impacts of companies,
projects, or entire industries. An input-output
analysis examines the relationships among
businesses and among businesses and final
consumers. Input-output analysis is based on the
use of multipliers, which describe the response
of an economy to a change in demand or
production. Multipliers measure the effects on an
economy from a source of economic activity, in
this case the jobs and revenues associated with
the construction and subsequent operation of
Open Works.
The economic activity generated in a city,
county, region, or state is greater than the simple
total of spending associated with the event or
activity being studied. This is because as this
money is earned it is, in turn, spent, earned, and
re-spent by other businesses and workers in
the local economy through successive cycles of
spending, earning, and spending. However, the
spending in each successive cycle is less than in
the preceding cycle because a certain portion
of spending “leaks” out of the economy in each
round of spending. Leakages occur though
purchases of goods or services from outside of
the region and via federal taxation. The IMPLAN
multipliers used in this analysis capture the
effects of these multiple rounds of spending
based on observed spending patterns within the
region of study.

Terminology
This analysis focuses on three measures of economic impact:
• Output. The total value of production or sales in all industries.
• Employment. The total number of full and part time jobs in all industries.
• Labor Income. The wages and salaries, including benefits, and other labor
income earned by the workers holding the jobs created.
Four measures of the economic activity and impact of the construction spending
and operating expenditures of Open Works are included in this report:
• Direct effects. The change in economic activity being analyzed, in this case
the jobs and revenues directly associated with Open Works.
• Indirect effects. The changes in inter-industry purchases; for example,
the purchase of goods or services to support the construction and
production activities, in response to the change in demand from the
directly affected industry.
• Induced effects. The changes in spending from households as income
and population increase due to changes in production.
• Total effects. The combined total of direct, indirect, and induced effects.

Trust hub — an organization or network of organizations that seek to advance social and economic
impact through relational policies and practices that strengthen collaborative potential. Such
organizations utilize cultural intelligence and institutional transparency as two primary determiners
of appropriate activities for maximizing trust. Trust hub principles may apply to all levels of human
interaction ( i.e., individual, group, organizational, or societal ) ( Williams R. C., 2019 ).
Communityship — a process of social influence in which everyone in a community exercises leadership
and works together towards a set of common goals ( Mintzberg, 2017 ).
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C ECONOMIC IMPACT OF OPEN
WORKS EXCLUDING MAKER ACTIVITIES
In order to benchmark the models for the
operation and maintenance phase of Open Works,
we employed State of Maryland and Baltimore City
IMPLAN models, using only the immediate activities of Open Works itself, since we had very reliable
financial information for those activities. Although
we have considerable confidence in the validity of
the estimates presented in the main report, it is
still of interest to measure the impact of the Open
Works entity on its own. Tables B.1 and B.2 are
presented below, showing the impacts at the state
and city levels. It is of note that those immediate
activities on their own ultimately generate almost
$2 million of output per year within Maryland and
almost $1.5 million for the city each year. Further,
even though Open Works is a nonprofit, once all of
the revenues generated by its activities work their
way through the economy, state and local governments gain $112,689 per year in additional revenue.
It also provides 37 Maryland jobs, of which 34 are
Baltimore City resident jobs.

TABLE B.1 IMPACT OF THE OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE PHASE OF OPEN WORKS ON THE STATE OF MARYLAND
ITEM
Output
Employment ( # of jobs )
Labor Income
Labor Income/Job

DIRECT IMPACT

INDIRECT IMPACT

INDUCED IMPACT

TOTAL IMPACT

$890,880

$280,892

$745,289

$1,917,061

30.2

1.7

5.1

37.1

$795,073

$99,374

$254,315

$1,148,761

$26,327

$58,455

$49,866

$30,964

FISCAL IMPACT, comprising:
Estimated State Government Revenues

$66,363

Estimated Local Government Revenues

$46,326

Total State and Local Government Revenues

$112,689

Source: IMPLAN and author estimates

TABLE B.1 IMPACT OF THE OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE PHASE OF OPEN WORKS ON BALTIMORE CITY
ITEM
Output
Employment ( # of jobs )
Labor Income
Labor Income/Job

DIRECT IMPACT

INDIRECT IMPACT

INDUCED IMPACT

TOTAL IMPACT

$882,031

$229,484

$372,733

$1,484,248

30.0

1.3

2.5

33.8

$786,725

$82,991

$136,965

$1,006,680

$26,224

$63,839

$54,786

$29,783

Source: IMPLAN
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